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P ersistent in th e R ight; F earless in Opposing W rong.
V O L U M E 14.

C O L L E Q E V IL L E ,

F E B R U A R Y V, 1889

W H O L E ISrXJIVEBEEl, VII

“ A pretty thing to do,” laughed Mrs.
“ How much, now?” said Silas, with ed the snowy bread, for which the Chinese, for it was not introduced into temples, and, doubtless, great necessity
ello, near the Punta Samosa. No doubt
Perkins, “ when you’ve got a wife of an interrogative upturning of his spec Shakers are so famous, spread with any other Oriental -nation until after must have been the mother of invention
many of these bowlders are from ten to
your own.”
tacles.
their delicious preserves, has eaten food its discovery in America. When Col for from the slaughtered beasts must fifteen yards across, and are projected
‘I ’m afraid sbe’s a poor, feeble crea“ I t ’s about her that I want to consult
“ Five hundred dollars,” said Cyn fit for the gods.
umbus first landed on the island of San have arisen most noxious emanations as far as the sea, but often fall back in
tu r’,” said old Mr. Bay 1iff, shaking bis you,” said Hector. “The work here is thia.
The wash department of the Centre Domingo, in the West Indies, he found which all the water in the land would the crater itself. This state is continu
head. ‘‘Ten o’clock Monday morning, too heavy for her. She don’t seem to
Old Bayliff could hardly repress a house is eq’ually interesting. I t is a tobacco in use amoDg the natives not have washed clean without the aid
ing icessantly and uninterruptedly
and the washing ain’t out yet. It ain’t get aTong with it. And I don’t know groan.
large, airy building of brick, built in there, who smoked it when made into of the perfumes of Arabia. Moses causing further damage and frightening
the way your mother used to keep house, why. Now, Mrs. Perkins, look around
“ The interest on five hundred dollars 1868, furnished with racks for drying cylindrical rolls and wrapped in maize leaves a record of the exact perfumes everybody.
Hector. Eh ? how ? Where ye goin’ this kitchen, and tell me what you would at six per cent, is thirty dollars a year, clothes, so that wash-day is not depen leaf. The Indians on the continent
and increase which were used in the
now ?”
do to it if you lived here.”
said he. “ Thirty dollars a year is a dent on the sun. This work is done by smoked it in a pipe, and among all the temples.
A Costly Clean-Up.
Hector Bay liflf had left the ox-ybke he
Mrs. Perkins took a leisurely view of round sum ; and all dug into the ground the women, as was formerly the milk tribes, from Peru to Upper Canard, the
was mending, and ' crossed the green the premises, letting her eyes rest on as you may say—in pipes and drains!” ing ; but I was told that last spring first discoverers found the plant to be
A Volcanic Episode.
Mr. Cool White tells us that we evi
door-yard with a rapid step, to take the one portion after another with medita
“ Not quite, father,” said cheerful the women struck and refused to con in use, and to have been known by
dently know what we’re talking about
heaped up clothes-basket from the bands tive slowness.
Cynthia, opening the table drawer. sider that work any longer within their them from so early a period that the
The following is a letter in the Pall when we say that as a class women are
of a pretty, slender young woman who
“ Well?” said Hector.
“ Look here—my work is done so easily sphere, and now the men wend their lime of its first discovery was un
Mall Gazette, describing the recent vol destructive of relics. Mr. White has
had just then emerged from the kitchen“ In the grst place,” said Mrs. Per and quickly, nowadays, that I have a way morning and evening to the milk known. The smoking of tobacco with
canic eruption in the Island of Vulcano had an experience which he will never
door.
kins, “ I wouldn’t have this room for a deal of time to myself, and here is my ing pen.
the Indians partook largely of the na The letter is signed “A. E. Narlian,” forget. It seemed that in his younger
The old man uttered an audible snort kitchen at all, if I lived here. I t ’s work from the shirt factory. Button,
The gardens, of 125 acres, which are ture of a religious rile. The seeds ol and dated Lipari, Aùgust 30:
years he had quite a fancy for collect
damp,”
of disgust.
hole-making and putting on the finish cultivated largely by the boys of the the tobacco plant were first brought toing. This fancy inclined in the direc
“
On
the
third
instant
we
had
an
out
“ Well, I never I” said he. “ If Hec
“ Damp!” echoed Hector.
ing touches, you see, I take it up when community, for laziness is not even Europe by Oonzalo Hernandez detion
of old and curious coins, and the
burst
in
the
crater,
with
stones,
flames,
tor hain’t left his work to wait on that
“ Has blue mould,” nodded the oracle. my dishes are washed and the work is tolerated among children by this thrifty Ovledo, who introduced it into Spain,
result
was that after five or six years he
thunder
and
regular
lightnings.
It
was
wife o’ his’n I It ain’t a man’s work to “The cellar under it isn’t properly over. I bavn’t been at it half a year, prosperous people. To lovers of fine where it was first cultivated as an orna
bad
a
bureau
drawerful of these coins,
strong
enough
to
throw
stones
of
con
carry clothes out, no way you can fix it. drained, I am certain. And the win yet, and I ’ve earned a good deal more cattle, it is a beautiful sight to see the. menial plant, till a traveler who has
the
marketable
value of which might
siderable
size
to
the
sides
of
the
moanIf you do it once, you’ll be expected to dows look to the north, and I don’t sup than thirty dollars. Look here is my large herds pf Shorthorn cattle grazing noted its use among the American
possibly
reach
$1,000. Happening to
tain.'
We
bave
often
seen
such
erup
do it twice. And Hector’s wife is clean pose there’s an hour’s sunshine in it all savings-bank bookl”
in the pastures. Mr. John Perryman, Indians, called attention to its narcotic tions during twelve to thirteen years 1 be called South to take charge of a
spoiled a’ready. It ain’t the way I man day. No—make a store-place or some
“ Well, I declare I” said Silas.
the head of one of the Shaker families, properties. The name is said to have have been on the island, and I hoped it theatre, he left Philadelphia, expecting
aged matters when I was first married thing of this room, and take the sitting“ Hector objected to it at first,” went is well known through the State and in been taken from Tabacco, a proivince of would end like former eruptions. To to be absent only one season, but before
to Hector’s mother. What ye been room for a kitchen, where there’s a
on Cynthia, “ but when I proved to him the South for bis fine grades of Short Yucatan, though others, derive it from wards evening, however, the rushes of going he enjoined his mother to look
doin
sharply, as the young man re bright lookout to the south, and a good
that I should still have plenty of time horns. The town is well supplied with Tobago, an island in the Carrihsan smoke, steam and ashes (which used to after his traps during his absence.
turned to his work.
cemented cellar underneath.”
left to read and garden, and walk with water-works, which, in winter, is run Sea, and yet others from Tobasco, in be projected into the air to about twice
It befell, however, that his engage
“ That basket was too heavy for Cyn
“ I never thought of that ?” said Hec him, he let me go on with it. So, you by an engine, pumping from a well the Gulf of Florida. The practice of
the height of the mountain) had com ment was protracted to three years, at
thia to carry,” said Hector, curtly. “I tor. “ Well, what else ?”
see, the improvements are really an seventy feet deep, and in summer and smoking the dried leaf of the plant be pletely ceased. As the night approach the end of which time he returned home.
wish I could afford to keep a girl for
came general in Spain, and its manu ed the leading fumarole (which was Bethinking himself of his coins, he
spring is run by a windmill.
“ Where do you get your water?” economy.” her.”
asked Mrs. Perkins.
The most peculiar part of Shakerism, facture into snuff followed soon after. very active, giving of an offensive smell made up his mind, soon after his ar
“ Well, I declare 1” said Silas. “ I
“ A girl 1” Mr. Bayliff’s voice betrayed
“ From the spring, under the hill.”
don’t know but what you’re right, and wbat attracts large crowds from I t was introduced into Italy in 1560, for months before the event) had begun rival, to sort them over and arrange
mingled astonishment and contempt.
“Do you meau that your wife has Cynthy 1”
the surrounding country and neighbor and about the same time into France. to show a clear high flame, much paler them in chronological order. He was
“A girl I Your mother—”
The first to bring the seeds of the plant than the flames produced by the burn vastly surprised to find thatthebureauto bring all the water you use up that
He walked out to the village bury ing- ing towns, is their form of worship. In
“ Yes, I know, father,” interrupted hill ?”
into
the latter country was Jean Nicot, ing of wood, and somewhat greenish or drawer, so far from groaning with the
ground in the yellow flush of the twi fair weather the public is welcome to
Hector. “ But things have changed
the
French
Ambassador to Portugal, in bluish. This phenomena, together with burden of copper and silver-pieces, was
their church ; but in winter, the season
“Except the wash-water. That she
since then, and perhaps mother would dips out from the hogshead under the light, that evening, where the russet of mud and rain, they are excluded, whose honor tobacco received its bota
the sudden stopping of the smoke, was empty and clean. To this supprise
have been alive now if the housework eaves,” explained Hector, rather discom leaves were drifting down on a solitary for with the Shakers “clcauliness is nical name nicotiano, whence the name
not evidently a good omen. Conse succeeded the assurance that his mother
mound,
and
stood
there
silently
for
hadu’t worn her out before her time.”
fited.
next to godliness,” and they will allow nicotine, applied to a poisonous extract quently, I spent all the night dressed must have packed away the coin in some
awhile.
“ That’s downright flying in the face
“ My goodness me I” said Mrs. Per
Perhaps be was thinking of what no mud to be brought upon their spot from the plant. Tobacco is said to have on a sofa in the drawing room. Toward securer spot, and he sought her to learn
of Providence ?” said Mr. Bayliff, red kins, wringing her plump bands in com might have been, jf he had been more less floors by curious worldlings. When been first introduced into England by morning I was overpowered by sleep, its whereabouts.
dening to the roots of his stiff, iron- ical dismay, “that’s enough to break considerate in the years gone by to the you reach the door of the queer old Sir Walter Raleigh. From these be and went to the little bedroom which
“Mother,” said he, “ when I went
gray hair. “ It was the Lord’s will that any woman’s constitution !”
ginnings
the
use
of
the
weed
spread
church
you
leave
your
escort,
for
the
away,
I left a lot of old coins----- ”
looks toward the mountain, rested on
poor woman who lay there I
your mother should be took away, and
over
the
entire
continent.
I
t
did
not
two
sexes
can
not
sit
on
the
same
side
“Oh
yes,” said the old lady, inter
the
bed,
and
soon
was
evidently
sound
“ It's what we’ve always done,” said
When he went back to the house he
there ain’t no sort o’ doubt but that Hector. “ I bring a couple pf pails in met Hector.
of the church, and when inside, you become known to Asia until the 17th asleep. Soon afterward I was awaken rupting him. “I found that drawer full
she’s better off. And Cynthia won’t the morning before I go to work and
“ Hector,” said he, “you did right to are seated a safe distance fron each century, but was taken up by the ed by a tremendous din, which can of pennies. That was just like a man
never stand in her shoes, no way you after I come home, but—
other. While waiting for worship to Oriental nations with great eagerness hardly be described.
to leave money lying round loose. But
fix up the house to suit Cynthia.”
can look at it 1”
I
used ’em.”
“ Nonsense 1 a mere drop in the
“ I am glad you think so father,” said begin ■one wonders if the streets of and they are now the greatest smokers
“As I jumped up from bed I felt
Hector Bayliff made no reply, but bucket!” said Mrs. Perkins. “ What
heaven can be cleaner than the floor of in the world.
“ Used them ?” echoed White.
Hector Bayliff.—Saturday Night.
stones falling on the roof as hail—such
took up his ox-yoke and went across the you want is a sink, with water-pipes laid
the church, or the walls more spotless
“Yes,
said the old lady; “I worked
cannonading going on. I understood
fields with it.
S tate Nam es.
white. If the weather is warm the
’em off on the milkman.”
from the spring, and a good cistern,
what
was
the
matter,
and
rap
to
the
A SHAKER VILLA G E .
“ Father may say what he pleases,” with a pump in the kitchen, and a wash
Shaker comes to church without his
Mr. White thought altogether too
opposite room, where I had made my
said he td himself, “ but mother died of ing-machine—”
coat, and the prim Shakeress, on com
much of the old lady to, reproach her ;
Nevada—Name
is
of
Spanish
origin,
children
sleep
that
night.
They
were
A PLAOE LITTLE KNOWN TO THE OUTSIDE
overwork and undercare, and nothing
ing in removes her straw bonnet, which and means “snow-eovered.”
“ What’s that?” said Hector.
also up in consequence of an indescrib he knew it would worry her almost to
WORLD.
else. And the household duties are too
she
hangs on a peg driven into the wall
“ We’ll show }^ou one if you’ll come
New Hampshire—Named for Hamp able noise of thunder, rush of gases, death if she knew how much she bad
heavy for Cynthia, and I must see wbat over to our house?” said Luzon Perkins,
and wears on her head during the ser shire county in England.
falling of huge bowlders, rocks, etc. destroyed. But he wondered what had
This place is perhaps little known as vice a small cap much like a lady’s
can be done to lighten them. No wo cheerfully.
New Jersey—Named after the Island I took them to the drawing-room, but become of the old playbills and the
a summer resort, writes a correspondent untrimmed bonnet frame. They begin
man shall be drudged to death under
“And stationary tub3 in the cellar,”
as soon as the door was opened a big old Shakesperian he had stored in the
of the Louisville Courier Journal from the worship by standing in rows, the of Jersey.
this roof now.”
added Mrs. Perkins, “and a hot-water
New York—Named in honor of the stone, red hot (all these stones were attic, was as slick and as clean as a
Cynthia Hough had been a pretty boiler back of the stove. That’s the way Shakertown, Logan County, Ky., yet men and women facing each other
quite red with heat), fell through the whistle.
young factory girl when Hector Bayliff to break work down instead of letting it each year finds the rooms of the commo swaying the body and moving the hands Duke of York.
“ It took me nearly a week to clean
North Carolina—South Carolina— roof, ceiling and floor a lew yards from
dious hotel at South Union occupied outward and upward, keepiug time to
had married her. She bad been ignor break you down.”
it
out,”
said the old lady proudly.
us, smashing all, setting fire to every
by guests who come to drink the sul- a very jingling song. In this shaking Famed after Charles (Carolus) II.
ant of all the details of housekeeping,
“
What
did you do with the old play
“ I ’ll do it,” 6aid Hector; “ I ’ll have
Ohio—Named from the river. The thing. Now I took my children back
but she had exerted herself dilligently all these things up while Cynthia is at phif*. water and to enjoy the peaceful the name of Shakers originated, and it
bills
?”
he
asked in an apparently casual
to learn.
quiet of ShakertowD. The hotel is not is significant of their indignation at the word In indian means ‘beautiful river.’ to the bedroom which looks out on the tone.
her mother’s, if you'll just help me with
Oregon—Name is of Spanish origin vernanda, and tried to gain the terrace
situated in Shakertown proper, but a sin in their hearts.
Old Mr. Bayliff, however, was an your experience.”
“I didn’t get rid of them for a long
by that side.
and
means “ wild thyme.”
short walk through a dense grove of
exacting critic; and the Bayliff farm
time,”
she answered naively. “There
Mrs. Perkins nodded her bead ap
After the first song they formed into
Pennsylvania—Named by William
Thè house doors were shivered and
oaks leads you to the town peopled by
house was a big, rambling, inconvenient provingly.
a double line and marched with a light Penn, and means “ the woody country shaking,"so that it was a difficult matter was enough of them to light our fires
a queer set.
place, where one might work hard all
“ It will add ten years to Cynthia’s
joyous step, symbolical of the victory of Penn.”
to open them. At last I succeeded, all one w inter!”
day and have very little to show for it life,” said she.
In a walk down the one street of the over the temptations of life. I noticed
This was too much. Mr. White could
Rhode Island—The State perhaps but before we were out in the vernanda
at the end. And the tired look in her
Old Silas shook his head more strenu place, shaded by the interlacing branch one pretty girl in the march who seem was named after tfie Rhoades family, another stone fell at our feet, was not repress an awful groan and a pro
eyes, and the weary flush on her cheek, ously than ever, when he heard of these es of large maples, you meet Shakers
longed shudder.
ed much amused at the odd perform
went to Hector’s heart at times.
in their broad-brimmed hats and demure ance, and her hand was lifted several one of whom, Zachary Rhodes, was smashed to fragments, and burned the
“ Mother,” said he solemnly, “you
new plans.
feet and legs of my boys. Now we pass
commissoner for Providence in 1658.
Shakeresses
in
their
quaint
garb
of
full
“ My darling,” said he, “ I wish I
don’t
know it, and so you ain’t to blame
“ Hector,” said he, “ I believe you’re
times to her face to smooth the twitch
Tennessee — In Indian it means through the vernanda, regained the
could make things easier lor you.”
gone crazy I The old ways was good skirts and close fitting waists, with the ing corners of her mouth, and to keep “spoon-shaped.” The State is named house at the top of the stairs ; here of course, but when you peddled out
“Ob, they are easy enough,” said enough for your mother; I should think snowy kerchief crossed over their the demur look which they all wear. from the river.
another stone fell very near us (none of those coins and burned up those old
Cyntbja, brightly. “ I t ’s only that I they’d be good enough for your wife.” breasts and the Shaker bonnet of straw, After the march there is a sermon by
Texas—How and when Texas receiv these stones were less than two feet in papers, you sacrificed about $2,000
8'P too stupid to manage it as I ought
But Hector was firm, and the old map all willing to give you any information Elder Harvey Eads, who, dressed in ed its name has been a subject of much diameter). This last stone which is the worth of stuff.”—-Chicago News.
concerning their interesting village ; or the whitest linen, with his snowy hair
$0Q.”
lost bis temper at last.
controversy. Some assert that it is so fourth that struck the bouse) has near
ffeclpr sllQok his head. Re knew that
can’t stay hare and see you make if you wish, will conduct you through and placid countenance, presents a pic called because the original inhabitants ly blpcked our way out in the rubbish
A t th e W rong W indow .
something Wits lacking, but he did not ducks and drakes of the old place,” said the shady yards and the various de ture of the pure life of a Shaker. Mr. had roofs over their dwellings which in that it brought from the roof. We
quite comprehend wbat.
he. “ If you’re goin’ to set your wife partments of the house. Each house Eads is a remarkable man, and in bis the Spanish language are called tejas passed through over the heap of rub
A good story is told at the expense
But she drooped so that he saw some up for an idol and worship her. I shan’t wears on its front the date of its build eighty^second year is as hale and hearty or texas; others derive it from tecas bish, and were now out in the open to of the Amherst College Glee Club.
radical change was necessary.
stand by and see it. I ’ll go to Ohio, ing ; and an unpretentious little frame, as many men in the prime of life. He which in the language of the aborigines the north of the house. By this time About ten years ago the club made a
“Cynthia,” said he, “ this won’t do. and visit my brother Elnathan’s folks; bearing the date 1810, tells du it is the was reared and educated in this com meant friends, and still others from (not many minutes after all) the whole trip through New York State, and
You must go to stay with your moth* r and we'll see where all these (i le notions first permanent dwelling erected in the munity, and his book of sermons on tecas, which was used as an affix to the place was lighted up ; woods, grass, sung in. Rochester at the same time
a week or two, and rest and recruit.”
will bring you up.
Anyhow, you town. The settlement was started here Shaker doctrine indicate a rare mind.
names of many Indian provinces to buildings, hedges—all was on fire ; the that Kate Pennoyer, a pretty stage
“ But what will-you do, Hector?’’
needn’t look to my money to get you three years earlier, the Shakers living
The
Shakers
are
a
charitable
sect,
denote their inhabitants. The territory huge bowlders and stones were literally singer, was there. After the concert
in cabins.
•
“ We’ll keep bachelor’s ball, father out of the poorbouse.”
and in this character they are greatly now called Texas was known to the raining everywhere about us—what con it was proposed to serenade the lady,
The houses since then have 7been
and I,” said the young man cheerily.
“ No, father, I will not,” said Hector.
imposed upon by worthless tramps, who Spanish missionaries in 1524 as Mix- fusion ! Natali, the faithful boy, had by and the club proceeded to her home and
“ What does it signify to us, a little in
And after he was gone, the repairs large and substantially built, mostly of join them in the winter for food and teoapan and its inhabitants as Mixtecas; this time come to the help of my little struck up the familiar college hymn,
convenience, so long as you are bene and improvements commenced in good biick. A walk through the town will
shelter, and leave with the first warm these were the sons of Mixtecatl, the boys. We all began to run to Vul- “ Dear Evelina,” paraphrasing the
fited?”
f
show you the West house, bearing the
earnest.
(jays of spring, when the farm work be fifth of the six sons of Iztac and the canello and away from the dreadful chorus:
to be tiré newest of the
So, rather unwillingly, Cynthia went.
Silas Bayliff had intended to stay a date
gins. Shakertown is a heaven to the reputed progenator of the inhabitants thundering mountain. Toward noon
Dear Kate Pennoyer)
Old Silas Bayliff shook his head fore year in Ohio; but either the climate did houses. Tin® boqqe which is the handSweet Katie Pennoyer,
of Mexico at the time of its conquest boats of rescue reached us from Lipari,
homeless
and
to
the
poor
widow
with
bodingly.
Our love for thee
not agree with biqi, of he didn’t agree §oqiest ip vhe town, was built at a cost children. They are taken in and cloth. by Cortez. Texas is supposed by some and we thus ended one of the most
Shall never ; never die.
“Jf this is the way you’re goin’ to With brpther Jonathan's folks, for he re of $12,00Q.
eventful days of our life. .
ed, fed and educated, and in return to be a corruption of Mixtecas.
ll^by that wjfe of yopr’n, JJector,” said turned hotpp sotpe months before he was
The population of the village is some there is little work required of them.
After
singing
the entire song the boys
Vermont—-Name is of French origin
“ On revisiting the spot I saw the
be, “you’ll have her playin’ sick the expected,
thing more than 200, and is divided in A stroll through the yards will prove and means “green mountains.”
waited
a
moment
for a recognition of
whole plains below the mountain, to
whole time. I .don’t hold to lettin’
their
serenade.
Slowly
a window in the
“ There ain’t no plaoe like home;*’ families, who make their homes respec that with Shakers it is not all work and
the distance of one and a half miles,
women think themselves too important. said Silas. “ And, bless me, how bright tively at the North, Centre, East and
third
story
,was
raised,
later a man
T h e U se of Perfum es.
no play, for you can see men and wo
especially the neighborhood o'f the
Now we shall be obleeged to hev Mary and nice, things do look here I And I West houses. The property is held in
clothed
in
robes
of
white
and
whiskers
men, boys and girls in groups under
house and the men’s habitations, liter
Jenkins here to do the chores an’ cook, declare, Cynthy, you’re like another common, and a man is placed at the
a
foot
long
was
seen,
and
then
a bass
The refinements of the ancients vari ally covered with bowlders and rocks
the shade trees after their tasks are
and it’ll cost us a dollar and a half a woman! Your cheeks are as red as head of each family, who manages the
solo
was
wafted
down
to
the
colleg
done, laughing and talking, reading or ed in almost every way from those of a of all sizes,, which have embeded them
week at the very least. ’Tain’t what I roses, and you step round as spry as any financial affairs and directs the work of
doing fancy work, and enjoying life in modern age, except, perhaps; in some selves in the ground to various depths. ians :
call economical housekeeping”
the household. I was shown the kitchen much the same way we of the world of the uses appertaining to the toilet, The most huge of them is near the well
cricket I” Dear boys below there,
“ That depends upon what one calls
Sweet boys below there,
“ Yes, father,” said Cynthia, “ the im of the Centre house, with its long do.
and the Scriptures, as well as other of the bouse, which is not less than ten
economy,” said Hector, quietly.
Your Katie Pennoyer
provements in the house have made range, and its boiling pots, watched
records of ancient customs, bear testi yards in diameter, c>r better length, and
Lives four doors below here.
But when his neighbor Luzin Per everything so much easier for me. I over by pretty Shakeresses in their be
Facts About Tobacco.
mony that bathes and clean linen, per-, in some ten and eleven feet deep in
kins, drove past that afternoon, with his get the work done in half the time, and coming costumes, at work with the
As
the
last
words of his song died on
fumes and sweet odors were regarded the ground. This is about three-quar
wife, Hector called them in, secretly re with a quarter of the trouble.”
the
frosty
air,
the Amherst College Glee
famous Shaker preserves.
It is asserted that tobacco was in quite as much of a luxury then as now. ters of a mile from the crater. Another
joicing that old Silas was down in the
Club
gathered
themselves up like Arabs
Bayliff looked round.
From the kitchen I went into the use in China from the earliest time but Few are, perhaps, awa,re that the origin of nearly equal dimensions is on the
swamp-olt, capturing a refactory calf.
“ The improvements, eh ?” said he. cool dark cellar, where there were we have no certain knowledge that this of the vise of manufactured perfumes shore near the Quarantana, at the end and as silently stole away*
“ You’re not in a hurry, Luzon, are “ But they cost a sight o’ money.”
thousands of jars, with the pink, yellow was the case. If it was so, the know had a sacred character, yet they were of the bay of the Levante. Rocks of
you ?” said be. “ Sit down a minute. I'
It is declared that there are restau
“ Yes, they certainly did,” owned and red preserved fruit showing through ledge of the plant and its uses must an invention of the priests who offici- I
one yard in diameter are as plentiful as rants where robins are privately served
want to ask your wife’s advice.
| Cynthia.
ready for shipment. One who has tast-1 have beep carefully guarded by the ated at the sacrifical altars in the olden | can be as far as the middle of Yulcan- as game.

m s SON’S WIFE.

KEYSTONE STORE ! C. J. BUCKLEY’S !

eral Harrison in his inside pocket, and and labor each year and why their
are steadily diminishing in value.
nurses his triumphant wrath.
He lands
It is not because they earn less but it
watches in the fire figures of a vigorous is because they are taxed more. All
A N E W M IL E S T O N E I N T H E Is elected. The other fellow is not. And this glorious country is once more saved from its perils.
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY.
foreign policy, deeds that shall be in industrial enterprises outside of mono For reasons o f our ' own we have con
WORLD OF TRAD E.
Had Cleveland been elected, and the other fellow left, the country would be safe all
all men’s mouths, and, best of all, long poly combines, are now compelled to
the same. Nevertheless there is going to be a change in the Administration
C O L L E G E V IL L E , M O N T G . CO., PA.
cluded
to
make
a
delayed, supreme revenge. Such things produce at the closest margins of profit.
of Uncle Sam’s affairs, but there will be no change in the
^ T J T T J lS ^ J S r.
The farming industry, the greatest
E . S. M O SER, Editor and Proprietor. may be. The Secretaryship of State of all our industries, is now perishing
G reat S w eep in g S a le
The readers of this paper are doubtless think
is his, and the entire Cabinet bids fair slowly but surely from the continua
ing o f making their winter purchases. We ex
D
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E
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O
N
TH
OF
J
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tend
them an invitation to call and inspect our
tion of war taxes maintained nearly a
to be of his election.
Thursday, February 7, 1889.
U ARY, 1889, I N
stock belore they buy.
We expect to remain here, and by fair and honest dealing and living margins, we w ill hope to
Indeed if Senator Allison declines quarter of a century after peace, and
accommodate our patrons and increase our trade. Come and see us.
the Treasury portfolio, Mr. B’ame will when the public Treasury has been
T he recent strike in New York,
overflowing with surplus millions for
Yours truly,
be the only really great Republican in years. It is taxation, and taxation
among the street car employes, proved
All widths—1, \ \£ , 1X ,
2, % 2 ^ yards
the next Cabinet. Latent calculations only, that is depreciating the value of
wide from 25e. yard. We have made a great
a failure, and several lines have re
omit all prurient Republicans such as our farms and lessening the reward of
reduction in
*
P R O V lE E W C l^ SGl'Cr.A.IB.Esumed operation.
Sherman, Edmunds, Evarts, Depew, or agricultural labor from year to year.
The
farmer
is
taxed,
needlessly
taxed,
Big
Redactions,
Rare
Bargains
!
even the younger men, Quay and Mc
I t is said tb be President Cleveland s Kinley. To save his cabinet from the for alibost everything he and his family
Have about 32 pieces new winter styles, and are
consume. If he scans bis dress, from
selling them at-give-away prices. We are
purpose to join a New York firm of accusation of beiog composed of one hat to boots and from underclothing to
doing an unheard o f business in
Large
lot
of
Satines
reduced
from
12%
to
7c.
overcoat,
he
is
taxed
for
everything
he
eminent lawyers as soon as he quits great man and an assorted collection of
U LBER T’S
per
yard.
Come
and
look
at
them.
the Presidential chair. Wise man that small men, General Harrison must look wears, and his wife and daughters are
Woolen Dress Goods have been 50c. We will
like living monuments of needless tax-,
COUGH SYRUP for Colds, Croup, Coughs, &c.
he is, he will waste no time in bemoan towards Senator Allison with consider- ation. His house is taxed from cellar close at 37%c. yer yard.
Are still handling that High Grade UNDER
aple
solicitude.
In
the
meantime,
Sena
WEAR at Low Grade Prices. Just re
LINIMENT, for Sprains, Burns, Frosted Feet, &c
ing his retirement from public office.
to garret; his barn is taxed from foun
A large lot o f Plaids reduced from 20 to 15c.
ceived a large invoice of Men's,
tor Allison has his own interests to dation stone to roof shingle ; his imple per yard.
Ladies’ and Children’s
WORM SYRUP, Pleasant, Safe and Effectual.
These will be other lots in this sale ranging
consider. A cabinet position is a dan ments are taxed from hoe to thresher ;
T h e beef bill, fathered by Represen
from 7c. to 50c. per yard. Among these you
CAMPHOR CREAM, a sure remedy for Chapped Hands and Face, and Pains on
his
furnishing
is
taxed
from
dust
pan
gerous thing for a presidential candi
may find many bargains.
tative Taggart, of this county, was ad date to accept, and Senator Allison looks to bed ; from carpet to curtain ; from
Chest resulting from Colds.
A full line of New Goods at regular prices are From Gloversville, N. Y., which we place on
the light of window to the darkness of
versely reported upon by the House forward to 1892 with fondest hopes. It closet; from Bible to newspaper; from being received.
our counters at wholesale prices.
VANDERSLICE’S SPAVIN CURE, an Effectual Remedy.
Remnants of all kinds always on band.
Judiciary General Committee at Har was stated last night that he was in salt to table, and the only protection
SACHLO, for Removing Greese, Paint, &c., from clothing.
Gum
S
h
oes,
B
o
o
ts,
&c.
The above sale will continue for 30 days only.
risburg last week, and it is more than consultation with Mr. Blaine. He offered him is the veriest mockery.
Old Fashioned Palm Soap for Chapped and Rough Hands, making them smooth and soft. Abso
higher this year, but we are still selling lutely Pure Black Pepper and other Spices. Prime Sweet Marjoram. Best Head-light Oil, 150°
In short the farmer has become the
probable that the measure is dead be answered the suggestion that unless he
COATS ! Arethem
at last year’s low prices. Ladies’ and
man who works and pays, while com COATS
yond resurrection.
Children’s
Hoods and Caps ; the lates styles
accepts Iowa will be unrepresented in bines under excessive tax laws strip
firetest‘
N JO S E P H -W- CITLBERT.
We want to make a clean sweep and will sell
in Men’s and Boys’ Soft and Stiff Hats.
the Cabinet, by proposing the name of him of his values and doom him to at the lowest possible prices.
We are offering special bargains in Queensand Glassware. Decorated Tea Sets, 44
servitude and poverty. They profess M O R G A N W R IG H T, ware
T w e n t y -fo ur teams were engaged Mr. Clarkson.
neces, $3.25, worth $4. Decorated Toilet Sets,
The Season has not been cold enough to create a demand large enough
to
protect
his
wool
to
which
he
gives
I
>3.25,
worth $4. Second Floor, Room 2.
But General Harrison demands a
drawing logs across the ice at Albany,
to exhaust our supply o f CO A TS and W RAPS, so now we
Just received a car load of Salt, and can give
Keystone Store, Main St., opp. Square,
no
labor
and
grows
only
as
an
incident
really thoroughly known man, in whom
you low prices. Ground Salt, 200 lbs., 75c. sack.
give a reason to buy despite the weather by a
N. Y., Tuesday. The ice gave way
and they tax him ten or twenty fold 10jan3t
;
NORRISTOWN,
PA.
Fine Salt, large Sacks, $1.00.
the people, not the politicians, of his more for his woolens which he and all
after seven drivers and teams reached
Groceries o f all kinds, Patent Medicines, Ex
tracts, &c. Hardware, Tinware, Wood and Wil
the shore and the remaining drivers party, have implicit confidence. W ith his family must wear. They profess to
low-ware,
Paints, Oils, Putty, Glass, Cement,
out Senator Allison in the Treasury protect him on his wheat, when he must
Wheels, Rims, Shafts, Horse Shoes, &c., &c.
and horses broke through the ice, sank
compete
with
foreign
markets
with
his
Give us a call.
considerable delay may occur in secur
-------- : ON ALL O U R -------out of sight, and seventeen men were
surplus, and- the pretended protection
O. J. B U C K L E Y ,
ing a man. The other members of the is chiefly a tax on his imported seed ;
drowned.
P. O. Ironbridge.
Rahn Station, Pa.
Cabinet selected are Gen. Russell A. and thus from work to leisure; from
O T J R G K R j AXSTID
Alger, of Michigan, for Secretary of secular duties to devotional, he is taxed
A bout chewing gum : There is said
war, and Thomas C. Platt, of New York and mocked, and mocked and taxed,
to be a girl living in Harrisburg who
and John Wanamaker of Philadelphia, until farms have fallen in value and the
Sheriff is gradually closing them out
is suffering from facial paralysis as a
who will divide the Postmaster-General when the general business of the coun
■
consequence of constantly chewing
ship and the Navy portfolio between try is prosperous.
gum ; a prominent Washington woman
them, Mr. Platt probably getting the
What the farmers of both the East
NEWMARKETS, RAGLANS, JACKETS,
suffers great annoyance from the same former, where the spoils are greater. and the West most need is to step
OUTDOXNQ
trouble, which she attributes to the This leaves the Warner Miller party politics and study equality of taxes.
habit of chewing gum acquired at out in the cold, although that eminent Whenever they get down to that one
study that most interests them, there
school.
olemargarine statesmen may accept the will be a sudden overthrow of war taxes
office of Commissioner of Agriculture, in time of peace, and a like sudden
S e n a t o r A llison has declined the
and thus by the organization of that overthrow of monopoly masters who
proffered seat in Harrison’s Cabinet,
bureau as a department become a Cab now sap the life-blood of the husband You Can't Fail but Make a Good Se
These are all this season's stock, being the latest fashions, best styles and perfect in work
and his declination has given rise to
men.
manship. It is the best chance to secure seasonable garments at nominal prices.
lection fro m Our Large Assort
inet officer. A Pacific coast man will
fresh perplexities to be met by the in
Early callers will have the best choice of sizes, styles and materials. Come before the sup
probably be Secretary of the Interior,
REA DABLE PARA G R APH S.
ment, Consisting o f
coming President. Senator Allison is
ply is picked over.
and General Harrison will follow Mr.
Belgium still holds its own as the
one of the ablest statesmen in the Re
Cleveland’8 example and select his most drunken country of Europe. On T O Y S OF ALL KINDS
publican party and as a financier his
Attorney General from the South, let an average each man, woman and child
record ranks high, and he was booked
us hope with better results than at consumes yearly 240 quarts of beer and Beautifully Dressed Dolls from 25c. up ; Plush
LEADING DEALER IN DRY GOODS, TRIMMINGS AND CARPETS,
for the Treasury portfolio. The Sen
Cases, Satin-lined Toilet Sets, Work Boxes,
thirteen quarts of spirits. I t may be
tended his predecessor’s selection.
&c.
Handsome Silk Plush Albums,
that Bavarians drink more beer than
ator did well for himself in declining to
P A IS T BROS
Nos. 76, 78, 80 & 82
General Alger is only a name to most that, and Russians more spirits, but
Vases of alljdnds and sizes, Handserve in the Cabinet, for by accepting
painted Mantel Ornaments, Mus
people and he represents merely the taking both together the Belgium record
PROPRIETORS.
he would have had to bury his Presi
tache Cups and Saucers,
wealthy men of his State. Mr. Wana is unrivalled.
Shaving Mugs, Richly
dential aspirations.
maker is likewise unknown except as a
The Boston Journal relates a good
Decorated Cups, Sau
We take pleasure in informing the public gen
wealthy Philadelphia advertiser. Mr. story of a prominent legal firm in that
cers and Plates,
*
•T h e bill introduced in the State Leg Platt represents the “ boss” system as city, which does a great deal of business
only 50c. set.
erally that, having erected a
islature providing for the enactment of it flourishes in the great State of New for a rich mercantile concern. It lately Bevel-edged Mirrors, only 25c. and 50c.; Ele
gant Cabinet Photograph Frames, from 10c.
what is known as the Australian sys York. These three men ih an eminent rendered a bill which tbe senior partner
up ; Games, Backgammon, Dominoes, &c.
tem of making nominations and conduct degree, represents the politicians. Some of the mercantile establishment (who
ICOLIiBQKYIIiIiE
was accustomed to liberal charges) Sleds, Skates, Express Wagons, Rocking Horses.
ing elections, presents many new and one must represent the people of the thought was too high. He, therefore,
&c.,
&c.,
&c.
interesting features. Itcarefully guards country from Maine to Dakota, and it took the bill to the law firm and asked
the secrecy of the ballot and completely is no wonder that General Harrison the chief to look it over and see if it
wipes out the vocation of the window looks with longing eyes toward Alli was all right. -The account was sub
We are making a specialty of first-class and
sequently returned with $10 added for
book man and general hustler on elec son and cries “ Save me Cassius, or I “ advice as to the reasonableness of the choice mixtures, only 10c. lb. Finest French
•W ARE-ROOM S.
Such an array of handsome DRESS STUFFS
Mixtures, 25c. lb. Hand-made Candy Toys
as can now be found at our store has never been
tion day. So radical is the change perish.”
Sugar
Pop
Corn,
all
kinds
of
Nuts,
Oranges,
&c,
off,
red in this region before. The colors and
Oblivious to the prayers of certain bill.”
The undersigned is now ready to
o u r I M I I X jX j S
I
from existing election laws that the preachers the preparations for the in
shades are the very choicest, selected from the
George Heidel, a young farmer of
serve the public, and kindly invites stocks of several large importers of
passage of the bill would cause a rev© augural ball go on right merrily. The Evansville, Ind., lost his life Friday in
We are now able to handle feed, grain, &c., everybody, old and young, to call and
souvenir programme is the most ela a most singular manner. Adjoining
lution in political methods.
with very little expense—and in
inspect the complete stock o f F U R N I
borate. The tickets are also out, to his farm was that of William Tompkins We select nothing but the finest. Choice raisins,
large quantities.
currants,
citron,
Buck’s
mince
meat
which
is
the
TU R E and H O U SE F U R N ISH IN G
gether with the complimentary invi a negro. Knowing Tompkins to be
OF D R ESS GOODS,
made. New Orleans Molasses. Try a
We will always have on hand, and for sale at
T he receipts of the government for tations. Eighty-five invitations were very superstitious, Heidel stationed finest
GOODS
in stock. A recital o f the AS WELL AS THE MOST RELIABLE OF
can of Snow Flake Corn. A t prices below com the very lowest prices, all kinds of
AMERICAN MAKES.
January were more than $32,000,000 issued to the last inaugural ball, but it himself at a point in the wood where petition. at
varieties and grades o f goods and prices
Our stock is composed largely of such high
compared with $30,700,000, in January is supposed that even fewer will be issu he knew the negro would, pass covering
would be tedious. “Seeing is believing,” grades of materials as are required by the fas
w , P. F E N T O N 'S ,
1888 ; $28,300,000 in January, 1887 ed this year. The pressure for places himself with a white garment. In a
and
a visit to our Warerooms will give tidious ladies of Philadelphia Brooklyn, Boston,
in the inaugural procession is simply short time Tompkins cams along with
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
W a s h in g to n , ChicatiO ind St. L ouis; also the
you the evidence required before mak plainer,
and $24,700,000 in January, 1886. It astonishing. Of course the attendance an ax on his shoulder, and Heidel
cheaper class of stuffs, for a very mod
&c., &c., &c.
ing your purchases.
is easily observed that the revenues of the general public from near by cities rushed from bis covert, making strange
erate amount, of money.
Here, are a few of the colors which are found
We can sell you a car load of Feed anytime, and
THE OLD STAND
will not reduce themselves, and since like New York and Philadelphia will be motions from beneath the sheet. The
BED ROO M S U IT E S in Walnut, in our new Habit Cloths. Broadcloths Henriet
you can haul it at your convenience.
greatly
regulated
by
the
weather.
If
tas,
Serges, Cashmeres, Foules, <fcc.: Hunters’
negro in his fright struck out with bis
Ash, and Oak. and all the cheaper
Congress is divided against itself it
Green, Reseda w e e n . Peacock Green, Floren
it
give
prospect
on
March
3rd,
of
being
axe,
splitting
the
head
of
the
unfortu
I
S
P
No
waiting
for
cars
to
arrive,
and
no
un
grades.
Bedsteads
from
*¡¡2.50,
up.
cannot reduce them, and the iniquitous fine the next day, even the concentrated
tine Green, Granite Blue, Marine Blue, Serpent
loading cars in double quick time.
nate joker squarely open to the shoul
B ill., U mascus Blue, Sapphire, Mahogany,
system of taxation continues. Perhaps railroad facilities will be unequal to the ders, and, of course, killing him instant
P A R LLO R F U RN ITU R E.allstyles Veronese
Red. Heron Gray, Oxide Grey, Mole,
The undersigned has re-opened the the old (Fry)
In brief our facilities now are finch as to en and grades, including Plush and Hair Mauve, Cedar Brown, O .k Brown, Russet.t
a great work in the right direction will task of carrying all the people from ly. Tompkins then rushed away, never
able us to carry a heavy stock of all kinds of
Brown,
and
a number of other shades French
Store Stand In upper part o f Trappc, with a
feed, and to enable us to save time and money Cloth.
be accomplished by the next Congress. central points in the East. On the 3rd. realizing that he had killed a human
Habit Cloih is a leading fabric this season. Not.
for
our
patrons
as
well
as
for
ourselves.
full
variety
of
Store
Goods
and
is
pre
trains will leave New York for Wash being, and has not since been seen.
Mattresses, Pillows and Bolsters, so heavy as broadclfit-h. ; a fine twilled texture^
Let us hope so.
with a rough tied faee that won’t wear knotty,,
pared to accommodate the public
ington every quarter hour, and it is
Window
Shades and Fixtures.
The people of Hyde Park, near Chi
like many of the low grade cloths have done.
probable that these trains if made into
in
the
best
manner.
M nv sha,P s and blacks, very wide, and fro mi
cago, have been terrified over a real
As heretofore, highest cash prices will be paid
i g p " Remember, everything in stock $1 Oil th $2.00
W hat is more recently called Samoa one solid stream would cover seventy- ghost that appeared one night last week
for wheat and rye.
Bma.ii-loatlir iu many new shades. A bar
fro m the minor to more important arti
is better known as Navigators’ Islands. five miles of track. Thus a feeble idea wandering around street and vacant lot.
at $1.00 ; tin. r at $140, $2.00 and $2.50.
clés o f Furniture and Housefurnishing gain
of the immensity of the prospective
H en rietta!-In grfe-t variety. t hey a re s u ita - '
Monday night a policeman saw the
They are 13 in number, located in the
Goods,
You
can't
go
wrong,
no
matter
crowd may be gained.
hie for all seasons o f the, y ear, w ear well a n d
Southern Pacific Ocean, 420 miles
d rap e b o a u tiiu lly
Price 50 c ts ., 75 cts., $1.00
CALICOES,
what you want, by giving us a call
Mr. Bayard is making a desperate ghost and shot at it. Tuesday after DRESS GOODS,
noon
an
excited
resident
rushed
into
an
d $125.
'
MUSLINS,
GINGHAMS,
northeast of the Fiji Islands. Most of effort to lay the entire blame of the
New silk warp Henriettas, colors and black,
Picture
and
Looking
Glass
Frames
the
police
station
and
announced
that
TABLE LINENS,
TRIMMINGS,
iu the world
the islands are barren. Upola is the Samoan affair upon the shoulders of a corpse was lying in a vacant lot. The
lfi Pounds High Grade Roller Flour o f every description. Reframing Pic Bentu irmade
new Plaid C lo th s are very choice in th e ir
EDGINGS, &c.
chief island of value, having 550 square Consuls Sewall and Blacklock, but he police hastened to the spot in a patrol
tures,
Glasses
&c.,one.
o
f
our
specialties
shadings..
T hese are ell d esirab le fo r th e new
Exchanged fo r a Bushel o f
is now so hopelessly involved in con
Dire to rie sty le of dresses, now so p o p u lar.
miles of timber and fertile lands; tradictory statement, that whatever he wagon. Sure enough, under a big oak
Groceries in assortment, best qualities, all the
Good Wheat.
New i Honking Cloths in stripes and plaids.
A long experience as a ivood worker
Tutuila is valuable because it has one might say on the subject could carry tree, wrapped in a white sheet, lay what time.
New Jeisey Coats for L.dies.
enables
us
to
know
just
what
we
buy
an
apparently the corpse of a man,
New Striped Coa’s for 1 .dies.
of the best harbors in the South Pacific. very little weight. Poor Mr. Bayard. was
and
ju
st
what
we
sell.
You
will
get
just
New Style Co ts for children.
with only a little bunch of coarse black Q u een sw are
The
least
clerk
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tby
office,
annoyed
Special
attention
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to
Grist
Grinding.
what
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buy,
and
the
fu
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worth
of
your
Apia, the chief town is on Upola, and
hair
sticking
out
at
the
top
of
the
bead.
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since 1879 it has been under a munici by debt and in fear of discharge, having The police turned tbe body over and,
JVe would he pleased to haye a share of your money.
to face a host of angry creditors, is
C
rockeryw
are
to'their
astonishment,
uncovered
a
dead
patronage.
pality directed by the German, Eng more happy and more beloved than
All kinds o f Repairing and Uphol
hear.
Around
its
neck
was
a
large
stering done promptly at the Lowest Pos
229 HIGH STREET,
lish and American consuls. The native thou.
leather collar, with a silver plate bear Large Assortment, latest styles ; Earthenware, PAIST BROS., Collegeville, Pa. sible Figures. Upon notice furniture
Samoans, now numbering 30,000, are
ing tbe name of its owner, Mr. Plantz.
Hardware—Forks, Rakes, Shovels,
to be repaired will be taken to my work P O T T S T O W N , P A .
devoted to intestine wars. The Eu
The Berks Farmers.
The officer who shot the ghost on that
shop and returned fre e o f charge, or
Spades, &c., <&c.,
ropean powers and the United States From the Philadelphia Times.
eventful night killed the bear, which in
----- IN ----the repairs, i f desired, will be made at
DR.
J.
BOND
W
A
T
T
,
M U S IC !
are jealous of the interests claimed in
the residence o f the customer.
The Reading. Times, an able and foraging about had managed to get the
sheet
off
a
clothes-line.
the islands. None of them at present earnest Republican organ, announces
LESSONS WILL BE GIVEN ON THE
W. H. Blanchford.
are entitled to hold full sway, and as that the Sheriff of Berks will sell more
H
PI-A
-IST o AND O R G A I S T
For men, women and children, we defy compe
the matter stands Samoa is neutral farms in February than have been sold
On
or after September 1st, ’88, by
at any one time since the panic of 1873.
tition in styles, prices and qualities. Examiue
grounds. Therefore Germany’s recent It very pertinently adds that “the
MAY H. ROYER, Trappe, Pa.
our stock before making your purchases.
exercise of undue authority aroused unusual number of farms sold has at
------ AND-----Is th e oldest and m ost popular scientific and
Uncle Sam, and Bismarck has so far tracted considerable attention and ex
1338 WALNUT STREET,
m echanical paper published and has th e lanteet
M ZIMMERMAN,
circulation of any paper of its class in th e world.
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much
comment.”
weakened as to forbid the searching of
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ings.
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weekly.
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r
specimen
Well, what must be the intelligent
TEA PPE,
Near Collegeville, Pa.,
copv. Price $3 a year. Four m onths’ trial, f l .
American ships, and has declared comment on the failure of so many
M uftN &CO., P U B L IS H E R S , 861 Broadway, N.Y.
OF PHILADELPHIA.
PENNA.
PHILADELPHIA,
— DEALER IN— •
peaceful intentionSi He might as well, farmers in Berks county ? I t is not
ARCHITECTS
&
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ior with Boulanger and France to at accident; it is not the result of panic,
A Edition of Scientific American. V
Capital, $500,000, Full Paid.
LEGANT
tract bis weather eye he will not have such as we had in 1873 ; it is not be
V e g e ta b le s in S e a s o n
A g reat success. Each Issue contains colored
lithographic
plates
o
f
country
and
city
residen
Pure milk delivered every morning to resi
ces or public buildings. Numerous engraving«
much time to whip even the United cause of any financial revulsion, for
The filling o f Teeth with Gold, and
and full plans and specifications fo r th e use 01
PHOTOGRAPH
Insures Titles to Real Estate and Mortgages, dents of Collegeville and vicinity. Butter and
money is plenty and cheap; it is not
such as contem plate huil ding. Price $2.60 a year,
States navy.
acts in all Fiduciary Capacities—Executor, cheese delivered Wednesday and Saturday morn
25 cts. a copy.
MUNN &CO., P u b l is h e r s .
the result of depression in the prices of
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Guardian, Assignee, &c., and becomes security ings.
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winter’s wind, ever searching for for
TRADE MARKS.
l e u r e f o r N e r v e A ffecn o n s, F its , „ E p ilep sy, e tc •
143 3 Chestnut St.
I I
i f to k e n as d ire c te d . N o F its a f t e r
over and partisan prejudice and passion
In case your m ark is n o t registered in th e P a t
l r f r s t d a y 's use. T re atise e n d $2 tri»l b o ttle fre e to
Rupture cure guaranteed by Dr. J. B. Mayer,
PHILADELPHIA.
gotten paths, soughs and moans through do not obscure the truth from those
e n t Office, apply to M UNN^i COy
procur*
I v i t p a tie n ts , th e y pay m g expreee c h a rg es on box w h e n
Immediate protection. Send for H andbook.
P A IN L E S S E X T R A C T IO N 831 Arch St. I hila. Pa Ease at once, no operation
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Opp. Young Men’s Christian Associ
tbe whiskers of Blaines enemies. In. who have most interest in the truth,
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—An echo from Jersey: “ R. Pi
Baldwin is happy, quite happy ! And
it is a boy to be sure. Reese says the
little fellow’s first demonstration was
to stretch out his arms and exclaim
‘whoa there 1’ ”

fresh eggs have tumbled down to 15^
and 15§ cents per dozen, while limed
eggs go begging at 12 to 13 cents per
dozen with hardly any buyers.

the forehead and pushed down over the
base of the skull. While the bones do
not appear to be broken, it is thought
that concussion of the brain was sus
tained. An ear was also cut off. His
recovery is doubtful.

Philadelphia Markets.

p R IV A T E SALE OF

“p U B L I C SALE OF

P h il a d e l p h ia , Feb. 2,1889.
FLOUB AND MEAL.

Minnesota clear,
$4 25 to 5 00
Pennsylvania family
5 00 to 5 25
Patent and other high grades.
6 00 to 6 75
Eye flour, 3 00 to 3 10
Feed,
$15 00 to $17 25 per ton.

APPLES I
I have 300 barrels of extra fine York State Ap
ples, consisting of Kings, Baldwins, Greenings,
Spies, and Russets, which I will dispose of at
private sale at $1.50 to $2.00 per barrel. In
fiye-barrel lots at a reduction of figures ;
and 200 bushels potatoes at 60 cents per bushel.
20dec
I. P. WILLIAMS, Ironbridge, Fa.

FR E SH COWS
Will be sold at public sale on MONDAY, FEB.
11, ’89, at Perkiomen Bridge Hotel, 25 fresh
- g e ^ e o w s from Western Pennsylvania. They
r>*Tr are a lot o f finely shaped cows, big baggers and extra milkers—just the kind to
suit this market. Sale at 2 o’clock. Conditions
by
„
' H. H. ALLEBACH.
J . G. Fetterolf, auct. I. H. Johnson, clerk.

An E xtensive Contract.
—With a new driver Nellie G., will
The Phoenix Iron Company, of PhceAn Escaped Kangaroo.
This paper has a larger circulation waken up D. K. I.
nixviile, if a current report to be true,
GRAIN.
is ODe of six firms which have beetf
A short time since a Kangaroo «‘scap
■I this section of. the county than any
Wheat•red,
95 to 1 07
awarded
the
contract
for
builjing
the
ed
from
the
Zoological
Garden,
Phila
Correction.
■rher paper published. As an adver
41 to 44
Arcade railway under Broadway in N. delphia, and in its peregrinations found Corn
32 to 35
tising medium the “ Independent" ranks
A correspondent writes : “I notice Y. city. The total cost of building its way to the neighborhood of Yerkes Oats
T ) U B L IC SALE OF
PKO VISIONS.
pU B LIC SALE OF
i.mong the most desirable papers, having an error in 44 years’ pastorate” in last the road will reach $25,000,000. The Station, last week. The appearance of
Pork,
14 50 to 15 00
. a large and steadily increasing'circula week’s issue. Rev. H. S. Rodenbough Phoenix Company receiving one-sixth the strange animal, resting on its hind Mess
P
erso
n
a
l
P
ro
p
erty
!
Mess Beef, 9 50 to 10 50
preached 4386 discourses at Provi
The subscriber, who intends to relinquish the
non in various localities throughout the dence, not counting funerals nor 28 of this amount, will have quite a plum. legs and surveying the landscape, Beef Hams,
13 50 to 14 00
11 to
aroused the curiosity as well as excited Smoked hams, per pound, 11% farming business, will sell at public sale, on
county.
Will be sold at publie sale, on SATURDAY.
years’ pastorate at Port Kennedy.
Shoulders,
THURSDAY, FEBRYARY 7, ’89, upon the
7J4 to
.9
the fears of some people. The animal Lard, Bills Filed.
8% premises of the late Jacob Beehler, deceased, in FEB. 9, ’89, at the residence o f the under
7 to
It is the aim o f the editor and pub
was subsequently captured in Chester Butter,
Lower Providence township, on a public road signed in Upper Providence township, near Mont
15 to
30
Clare, 25 fresh cows with calves direct
Through the thoughtfulness of Col. county.
leading from the Ridge Turnpike near the PresEggs, lisher to make the “ Independent'" one o f
- 14 to
15
F rom Virginia and Kentucky.
byterion church to 'th e Germantown Turnpike jFHir from York county. Good judgment was
Tbeo.
W.
Bean,
members
of
the
State
t ie best local and general newspapers
road, the following valuable property, consist " ““ ‘•exercised in the selection of this stock,
D. II. Casselberry arrived at his Legislature, files of all the bills pres
and it will be to the interest o f purchasers to at
ing of three good horses, 6 good cows
N ever Too Old to M arry.
Milch Cows,
$25 00 to $55 00
in the county, or anywhere else, and to stables, near this place, Tuesday morn ented in the State House of Representa
two have calves by their sides ; 2 fat tend sale. Sale at 2 o’clock p. m ., sharp.
Beef Cattle, extra, per pound,
5%
to
5%
Conditions
by
Tbe
residents
of
Parkerford,
Chester
t lis end we invite correspondence from ing with a car load of well-bred Vir tives and in the Senate have been plac
cows, 6 fine shoats, a choice lot of
good,
“
4% to
5
SAMUEL H. HALLMAN.
county,
are
much
exercised
over
the
chickens, one two-seated carriage with
ginia
and
Kentucky
horses.
Mr.
Cas
common
“
2%
to
3%
every section.
ed in the Prothonotary’s office, and all
pole and shafts, market wagon, one two-horse
4% to
selberry will dispose of them at private bills hereafter proposed will be prompt secret marriage of Mr. Samuel Weand, Calves,
7% farm wagon good as new with body and ladders,
- 4 to
6
a wealthy retired widower, and Mrs. Sheep,
W Y N K O O P IS COMING
sale. Go and see them.
5% to
ly forwarded. A neat file book for the Sallie Bickel, widow of the late Daniel Lambs,
7% one one-horse wagon, set of wheels for one onePERKIOMEN RAILROAD.
''
WITH ANOTHER LOT OP
Hogs,
6 to
7% horse wagon, horse power and thresher, feed
House bills and for the Senate have Bickel, whose death occurred about
cutter nearly new, grain fan, (Lancaster make,)
We publish the following schedule gratuitously
HAY.
Religious.
been provided.
combined-mower and reaper, boree rake, mill or
three months ago. Both persons are
for the convenience of our readers.
Average prices for the week ending Feb. 2, business sleigh, 3 plows—one Syracuse steel
Divine services in .Trinity Christian
near their 70th mile stone. When the 1889
beam, one Oliver chilled ; 2 drag harrows, 2
Passenger trains leave Collegeville Station as
:
follows :
cultivators, one Ironage, complete. Mount Joy
Will be sold at public sale, on SATURDAY.
Church of this village on this coming
School Directors.
widow discovered the nature of her Prime Timothy,
90 to 95 $ 100 lbs. roller, cornsheller, hay book with rope and pul FEBRUARY 9, ’89, at Smoyer’s hotel, Trappe, 20
FOB PHILADELPHIA AND POINTS SOUTH.
Sabbath, the 10th in s t, in the morning
late
husband's
will,
which
was
not
ac
M
ixed,,
80
to
90
“
leys, rope and tackles, grain cradle, scythe and
The citizens of this (Trappe Inde
head of fresh cows, direct from Cumber
Milk........ ............................................ . . .6.40 a. m.
at 10 o’clock; and in the evening at 7^ pendent) district will choose three per cording to her wishes, she vowed that Straw, - 75 to 85
“
sneath, broad, post and other axes, hay knife,
land county. They are a lot of first-rate
Accommodation................................................8.03 a.m.
forks,
rakes,
hoes,
picks,
shovels,-cow
and
other
o’clock.
At
the
morningservice
new
tow s, the best stock I have brought yet.
Market................................................................ 1.10 p.m.
sons for school directors at the coming she would marry at tbe first oppor
chains, 6 pair of traces, wheel-barrow, spreader, Also 4 good stock bulls and 50 fine shoats
Accomodation ............................................ 4.16 p. m. members will be received by the rite9 election-one to fill the vacancy caused by tunity offered her. The aged bride
mixing troughs, hogsheads, barrels, boxes, lo to f and fat hogs.
Sale at 1 o’clock.
Condi
p
U
B
L
IC
SALE
OF
FOB ALLENTOWN AND POINTS NOBTH AND WEST. of holy baptism and confirmation.
boards, meat tub, iron kettle, 3 sets of stage tio“» by
JAMES WYNKOOP.
the resignation of J. H. Richard, and and groom have been neighbors ail
harness, 1 set for lot wagon, 1 set market har L. H. Ingram, auct. C. U. Beau, clerk.
Mail..................: .......................................... 8.03 a. m.
two to succeed Messrs. Vanderslice their lifetime and each have a number
ness, 1 set light harness, double and single lines,
Accomodation................................................... 9.11 a.m.
of
grown
up
children,
who
opposed
the
blind
and headhalters, collars, fly straps, lot of
and
Williard.
It
is
probable
nomin
Market.......................................
3.20 p. m.
W ill «Start a Singing Class.
old iron, 1400 sheaves o f corn fodder, 150 bushels MY SECOND SALE OF
Accommodation............................................... 6.47 p.m.
ations will be made Friday evening, match bitterly.
Mr. Ralph Royer will make an effort February 15. A resident of Trappe,
Will be sold at public sale on THURSDAY, of corn, 100 bushels of oats, 6 acres of grain, in
SUNDAYS— SOUTH.
[ftgf~Since the foregoing was put in
the ground Household Goods and Dairy Fix
to organize a singing class, for—begin- who takes considerable interest in type Joseph Priest, of Royersford, an FEBRUARY 14, 1889, at 2 o’clock, p. m., on tures
M ilk.............. ............. ± . . . . . . . ................. 6.56 a. m.
: Cupboards, bedsteads, tables, benches,
West Virginia Horsss I
tbe premises, in the village of Trappe, Mont
Accomodation......................- ................... 4.48 p. m.
ners, next Tuesday evening in the school matters, snggests that several nounces :—“ I will give $25 to any party gomery
parlor
stove, 4 milk churns, three 30-qt. and one
county,
Pa
,
on
the
Reading
pike
and
on
Will be sold at public sale on MONDAY, FEB.
NOBTH.
20
qt.,
two
butter
churns,
butter
worker,
pans,
Sunday
school
room
of
St.
Luke’s
of the gentler'sex be named for Direc who gives me definite information as to road leading to Royersford, the Dwelling and cream cans, lard cans, jars, jugs and numerous 18, ’89, at Bean's hetel, Schwenksville, 1 car load
Accommodation............................................. 10.03 a.m.
I t is Mr. Royer’s tors, and it is likely tbe candidates who was the originator of the story Store Stand, &e., with 54 Acres of Land more other
Milk.....................
5.48 p. m. church, Trappe.
articles. Sale to commence a t l o’clock p of West Virginia horses. This lot as usual was
or less, formerly known as the Royer Property.
selected with special care to supply the
main purpose to teach note reading. will represent both, sexes.
in. 6 months credit will be given on sums of $20
which has gone the rounds of the papers Sale positive. Terms easy.
wants of this market. I have drivers,
and upwards by giving approved security.
All interested should attend the first
SAMUEL STREEPER.
relative to the marriage at Parker Ford,
drafters, workers and family horses.
WILLIAM W. KOHL.
H om e F la sh e s and S tray Sparks meeting.
They range in age from 3 to 6 years and
of Mr. Samuel Weand and Mrs. Sallie
Samuel R. Sbupe., auct. B. F. Whitby, clerk.
T h iev es a t W ork Again.
have
good
colors, are of good sizes and styles.
Bickle. The whole story is a lie and jp U B L IC SALE OF A
F rom Abroad.
They can be seen three days before day of sale
A 5 Mile Run.
Last Thursday night thieves forced should be branded as such.
Come and judge for yourselves. Horses in Ex
p U B L IC SALE OF
change :—Horses suitable for the New York and
—Yes!
Says the Pottstown Ledger:—P. J. an entrance into Mingo creamery by
Philadelphia markets will he taken in exchange.
CREAMERY PROPERTY.
prying open a window, and stole 180
F R O M G R A T E R ’S F O R D .
Finn,
of
Pottstown,
made
the
5
miles
Sale
at I o’cloek, p. m. Conditions by
— The ground-hog came forth from
P
erso
n
a
l
P
ro
p
erty
.
pounds of butter. Tbe same night a
J. H. FISHER,
run
from
Limerick
Square
to
N.
B.
Will be sold at public sale on THURSDAY,
bis subterranean quarters, Saturday.
Paul Nace of Ironbridge, who suc FEB. 28, 89, on the premises, the well-known
Agent for A. Longaker.
Fryer’s hotel, on Saturday afternoon, thief visited the station house at Yerkes
Will
be
sold
at
public
sale,
on
MONDAY,
property at Yerkes Station, Perkiomen FEBRUARY 11,1889, at tLe residence of the
in 42-£ minutes, considerable better than His presence became known to Mr. ceeds Garret Alderfer as milkman, took creamery
—He saw bis shadow !
R R., Montgomery county, comprising ,a lot of subscriber, in Worcester township, Montgomery JLLIN
bis
first
trip
over
the
new
route
last
Ashenfelter’s
store
clerk,
who,
with
OIS HORSES 1
48 minutes, bis former record. Frank
land containing 134 perches, more or less, and county, 2 miles north of Fairview Village, on
Saturday morning.
the Creamery Building together with fixtures. the road leading to Water street school house,
—And forthwith the thermometer Hock, starter, and George Dieffenderfer shotgun in hand, made the thief take
creamery building is of stone, 33x45 feet, the following personal property, to wit : Sorrel
to his heels and show a good gait. The
Garret Kohl Jr., one of the enter Thestories
referee, followed in a carriage.
tumbled towards zéro.
I will arrive at my stables, Limerick, Friday
high, nearly new, and containing am horse, 15% hands high, coming 7 years old ; can
clerk discharged a volley of shot after prising farmers of this locality, is hav 2%
night, February 8, ’89, with another car load of
ple room ; Ice house, 28x28 feet, attached. Fix be driven by any lady, Is fearless of steam and
Illinois horses, and will dispose of them
the fleeing villain but without effect ing a large windmill erected in front of tures : A ten horse power engine, a 20 horse perfect family horse. Three cows, 2 with calves
—Only six weeks more—then Spring
F a ta l Result.
at private sale, or will exchange for
unfortunately. Had Mr. Ashenfelter his bouse. H. H. Yellis, contractor power boiler ; separators, m ilk vats, cheese by their sides on day of sale, the other a springer,
will come again, the blue .birds will
^horses
fit for the Philadelphia market.
press, &c., A c. The location of this property is 80 pairs of chickens, principally Plymouth Rock
J. Harry Crossman, son of William been at home at tbe time it is likely tbe and builder, is doing the work.
sing, the robins will mate, the poets
’This lot consists o f heavy draft and
excellent, hard by the Perkiomen stream and in stock. Family carriage, piano box, jump-seat—
business horses and drivers from 3 to 6 years old.
H. Crossman, died in Pbcenixville, on thief would have been trapped.
«will bloom, and
farming community where the farm good as new ; good express wagon ; lot wagon
The shooting gallery, we are glad to aersfirst-class
i . t . MILLER.
keep good stock and feed well, and any one with pole and shatts ; Syracuse plow, Planet 7feb
Thursday night, of blood poisoning,
say, is one of tbe things of the past.
wishing to engage in the creamery business Jr., cultivator ; drag harrow, roller, push cart
— The o. d., will still stand.
resulting from a pistol wound. On
F unerals.
should attend this sale. The subscriber’s reason new ; wheelbarrow, cornsheller, water trough:
Monday evening, January 25tb, Wesley
Our wide-awake merchant is busy at for selling is failing health. Sale at 2 o’clock. scalding
AÑADA HO RSESl
—-All on account of the g. b.
tub, gambols, mixing trough, single
The funeral of George W. Wright,
Conditions
by
ENOd C. MOYER.
Dewees and young Crossman were ex of Bridgeport, Connecticut, was held at present arranging the new stock in bis
and double trees, clevis, set of new hay ladders
John G. Fetterolf, auct.
half-peck and half-busbel measures, 15 ft. lad
A letter from Canada, directed to the I n d e —And Abraham, though busy, took amining a revolver, when- tbe weapon
residence of his brother-in-law Joel large furniture store, in preparation for
der. bushel baskets, forks, rakes and shovels
p e n i e n t Office, reads : Charles H. Detwiler
time by the forelock, his spy-glass in was discharged, tbe ball lodging in the the
the
spring
trade.
He
has
a
fine
assort
Harness
:—Heavy
set
of
harness,
good
as
new
:
and Mr. Hillegass will arrive in that (Upper
Harley, near Trappe, last Thursday.
his hand, and watched the animal come stomach and perforating several intes The
ment at prices to suit all, and those in pU B L IC SALE OF
2 sets of light harness, one set as good as n e w - Providence) district about the first week in
deceased was in bis 44th year.
black mounted.; one set of
out.
April with a car load of Canadian Horses of
tines of the deceased.
need of furniture should call on Isaac
extra fine nickel-plated har
superior quality. A ll who have not purchased
The funeral of Robert Kooken, Kulp. See adv. next week.
ness, new ; blind and headhaltersl as yet will credit themselves by waiting until
—Contractor Miller has done up the
Personal
Property
!
Trappe,
whose
death
we
noticed
last
collars, bridle with lines, new plow the Canada stock arrives. Old and fat horses
A Rem arkable Case.
Howard Stauffer, a three-year-old
front of the Markley edifice in fine
week, was held on Monday, and was
Will be sold at public sale, on TUESDAY, lines, cow and other chains ; fly straps, sleigh will be taken in exchange. Further particulars
style. When butcher Gotwals gets
An aged couple, John and Elizabeth attended by many sympathizing friends. son of John M. Stauffer, is suffeiing FEB. 26, ’89, at the residence of Jacob Keeley, bells, summer and winter horse blankets and will be given in the near future.”
DETWILER & HILLEGASS.
there he will get plenty of daylight.
Upper Providence township, half mile from lap covers. About 500 sheaves of oarnfodder by 7feb3t
Miller, were divorced in the Berks Tbe services at the Reformed church, with scarlet fever,
Montgomery County Almshouse, near Black the sheaf ; hay by the hundred, corn and oats
county court at Reading, on Monday. Trappe, were conducted Revs. Dr.
Johnson Miller, Esq., of Litiz, Lan Rock,
the following personal property, to wit : by the bushel, Iqt of seed corn ; grain in the
—Brother Dambly of the Transcript This was a very remarkable case. The Shumaker and O. P. Smith. Under caster county,spent Sunday in town,
ground^O T IC E !
Family carriage, fallingtop carriage, sleigh, set
went down to Washington last week. testimony showed that the parties were taker Shuler had charge of the remains the guest of Rev. Isaac Kulp.
Blacksmith tools, consisting of bellows, anvil,
of carriage harness, good as new ; 2 strings of
new
;
patent
drill,
vise,
tongs
by
the
pair,
ham
He reports a pleasant trip.
sleigh bells, set fly straps, carriage whip, buffalo
married in 1829; that in 1843 she re Interment was made at the Montgom
Shareholders of Perkiomen Valley 'Building
mers, heading tools, brace and bits, tire bender,
Rev. Abram L. Grater, formerly of robe, large and good ; 2 lap robes, 2 horse hooping
trestle, an extra good grindstone with and Loan Association, during temporary ab
fused
to
work
for
him,
threw
bis
clothes
ery
cemetery,
Norristown.
blankets—one new, gum blanket, manure fork,
—I. T. Miller is on his way home
Limerick,
of
Malvern,
III.,
is
in
this
sence
of the Secretary, will please pay dues to
garden fork, garden hoe, hand, feed cutter, fish- treadle and handle, and many other articles F. G. Hobson, Esq., at his residence, or to any
used in country blacksmith shops ; beam—capa
with another car-load of Illinois horses. out of tbe bouse, and told him to leave.
locality,
visiting
friends
and
relatives.
iDg
rods,
3
summer
lap
robes,
shed
in
good
re
He left. Both of them are over 85
of the Directors.
A . D. FETTEROLF,
See adv.
Jottings from F airview Village.
pair at the Lutheran church, Trappe. House city 300 pounds.
He will remain three or four weeks.
24jan
Secretary.
Household Goods and Kitchen Furniture
years, and they have not lived'together
hold Gocxlp : Hair cloth parlor suite, walnut
Tbe apple sale held here by HunsDivine services will be held in the bedroom suite, consisting o f bedstead, bureau, Eclipse cook stove, No. 27. new, with pipe ; par
—Thanks to John Finzer & Bros., since.
stove, No. 10, Morning Light, with pipe ;
berger was well attended, bidding chapel next Sunday evening at 7.30. wash stand and towel rack ; imitation walnut lor
^ O T IC E !
of Louisville, Kyr, for a likeness of
suite, consisting of bedstead, bureau and wash- sideboard, solid W&lnqt extension table 8 ft.;
lively
and
prices
good.
The
curious
Bible
class
quarter
to
7.
sink,
lined with «ino, nearly new ; flour chest,
Chief Arthur of the Brotherhood of
Dead U nder a Bridge.
stand with mirrors and marble tops, case of
Any person who says I was arrested for any
part of the case is why tbe farmers do
(old style) walnut pfadlp, self-rocker ; wood chest, benches, kraut cutter and tub ;
Locomotive Engineers. A good pic
Last Sunday evening after B*ble drawers,
The dead body of a young man was not raise their own apples.
pffild’s high chair, cottage bedstead and wash- churn and horse, butter tub and prints, butter crime whatever is a liar and will be prosecuted
ture of a good man.
class, Rev. Abram Gratqr of 111., deliv stand, about 200 yards of carpet, consisting of scales and weights, cream and lard cans, milk to the full extent o f the law.
found under the bridge of tbe Stony
The Lyceum meetings held in tbe ered a very impressive sermon in the rag and ingrain ; also stair and hall carpet with pans and buckets, 2 milk cans—20 quarts each ;
JOSEPH L. HEEBNER, Norrltonville, Pa.
Creek
Railroad,
where
it
crosses
Stony
two lanterns, two preserving kettles, screen
—During last week dandelion flowers
old Norriton church are quite a com chapel. The house was well filled. X. borders to match ; 4% doz. oval brass stair rods doors,
a
Farmers’
boiler—capacity
22
gollons
;
with fixtures ; lot of floor oil cloth ; No. 8 cook
and violets were plucked in the mead creek, Norristown, on Sunday morniDg mendable movement on the part of the
stove, nearly new and In good condition, with Enterprise sausage cutter, Enterprise sausage POR RENT 1
obout 7 o’clock. I t was recognized as young people and the exercises are very
ows near Manyunk.
Russian pipe ; kitchen cupboard, extension ta stuffer and lard press, new ; meat saw and many
that of Joseph Ward, of Custer’s station interesting.
Jottings from Ursinus.
ble, kitchen sink, lounge, 6 kitchen chairs, lot other articles too numerous to mention. Sale to
Part of a honse- -four rooms. For particuof cane seated walnut chairs, 2 cane seated rock commence at 12.30 o’clock, sharff. Conditions ; lars apply to
—Hiram Ambler died at the Alms in Norriton township, a man of some
JACOB WEIKEL,
60 days’ credit on all sums exceeding $23 ; all
John
Simons,
who
was
never
known
A
t
the
last
regular
meeting
of
the
ing
chairs,
sideboard
with
mirror,
lot
of
qneens24jan
28
years.
It
is
generally
supposed
that
Trappe, Pa.
house Monday. The deceased was
sums of that amount and under cash.
ware,
knives
and
forks,
2
chamber
sets,
flower
to
dilute
tbe
lacteal
fluid
he
vends
with
Schaff
Literary
Society,
the
following
J. FRANKLIN LAW.
about 68 years of age, and had been he was knocked off the bridge by a train. the slightest addition of water, and
pots, jugs, baskets, hanging lamp with handofficers
were
elected
:
President,
E.
S.
Coroner Kingkinger held an inquest.
blind and a cripple for years.
POR RENT !
shade, 3 stand lamps, lantern, clock, 8. R. Shupe, auct, John R- Weikel, clerk.
whose conduct in every other respect Bromer ; Yice President, I. C. Wil painted
pictures in frames, pair of vases, 2 small stands,
has been most exemplary, has been liams ; Recording Secretary, J. M. 2 vases with wax flowers,wash tubs and wringer,
—Thè Repuhé of Norristown have
House and lot In Collegeville, Pa. For par
Passed Over.
threatened by tbe White Gaps with a Jsenberg j Corresponding Secretary, 2 large and thrifty epntuyy plants, lot of carpet p U B L IC SALE OF
ticulars apply to
A. D. FETTEROLF.
nominated Geo. W- Grady for Burgess,
rags, 2 benches, and many other articles not
a former occupant of the same office.
L. Cass Apple died at his residence lashing in case he does not reform. C. H. Slingluff j Chapjaip, H- M, mentioned. Sale at 1 o’clock. Conditions will
Personal Property!
be made known by MRS. IDA HUNSICKER.
POR RENT l
The present Burgess, Mr. Kite refuses in Pottstown on Wednesday morning John has loaded his shot gun and is Wright ; Treasurer, P. E. Heimer ; John
G. Fetterolf, auct.'
Will be sold at public sale, on WEDNESDAY,
abundantly
ready
to
receive
them.
Critic,
G.
H.
Meixell
;
Editor,
M.
R.
to be the Democratic candidate, this last week, aged 38 years, of cancer of
MARCH
6,
’89,
at
the
residence
of
the
subscriber,
A part o f a house. Apply to
time. Quite wise, Mr. Kite.
tbe stomach. Mr. Apple was well Speaking of the White Caps we are Longstreth ; Organist, Frank SteinTrappe, Montg. co., Pa., (on the old Dewees
JAMES HEYSER, Collegeville, Pa.
farm) without reserve, the following personal
pROTHONOTARY’S NOTICE.
known in Norristown. He had served reminded of a white cap with black bright.
property, to wit : Five head Qf horses ¡—No. I,
—S. C. Freed, of Linfield, expects to as Deputy Prothonotary under Pro- strings which a certain citizen of this
The
program
for
the
anniversary
of
grey horse, coming 9 years old, 14 hands high,
■attend the National Conference of Pro tbonotary, Franklin Hart, Philip Quill- locality received about a year since. the Ebrar4 Sopiety, which will be held
Notice Is hereby given that accounts have been sound i a good worker and fair roadster, fearless
hibition party workers at Louisville, man and John McLean, serving This citizen occasionally wears tbe Feb. 15, is the following : Grugrede, filed in the Prothopotary’s office, which will fip Qt steam, can be driven by any lady, good leader
presented to the Court of Common Pleas of
works well on tread power. No. 2, bay horse
Ky., Feb. 13 and 14.
throughout the whole of Mr. H art’s white cap, bat be is not dangerous “Peutscblacd’s Spaehe,” by O. R. IJen- Montgomery county, at Norristown, on Monday, and
12 years old, good worker and leader, fearless of
March
4,1889,
at
10
a.
m.,
for
confirmation,
toterm and part of the terms of Messrs, however.
steam. No. 3, sorrel mare, good size, well bred,
singer ; Jabresfest rede, “ Die Fluctig.
— W. G. Markley, of Farview Village Quillman and McLean. He was a
an excellent brood mare ; probably now in foal.
John K. Bean who figures occasion keit der Zeit,” by G. H. Meixell ; Die wlt :
No. 4, bay stallion coming 4 years old, good size,
The
first
and
final
account
of
Joseph
B.
Stack■was tendered a birthday surprise party popular and efficient official.
ally in tbe courts, remarked at the Lobrede, “Johannes Heinrich August
style and action, perfectly level-beaded, fearless
assignee of Matthias Hallman and wife.
last Saturday night. The Eagleville
store tbe other evening that Dr. Sbraw- Ebrardt,” by H. A. I. Benner , Ebrard house,
The account of A. D. Johnson, assignee of of steam, a good actor and can road a mile In 4
Band furnished the music.
der had left for, Norristown and that rede, “Die Starkste Weheeiner Nation- Samuel R. Detwiler and wife of Lansdale.
minutes ; sired by Hermit« J!r., he by Hermit of
873 Insane.
Firet and final account of Wm. F. Hallman, as Va., record 2:35 ; Hermit was awarded 3 pre
his son Horace Bean whom be calls ’die Familie,” by W. H. Wotring. S.
miums,
one being at Winchester lair, fall of ’77, Save a Larger Assortment o f Goods
signee o f Jesse S. Cassel and wife of Skippack
-—When everybody is attending to
The Trustees of the State Hospital Stauffer is also contemplating remov
apd tiyo at Martinsburg, ’78 and ’87 ; competi
than Ever Before and at Lower
everybody’s business there is sure to for the Insane, Norristown, held a meet ing thither. John is gleeful over the P. Stauffer will be chairman for the township.
tors at Winchester, 8, Martinsburg,
evening.
Prices. Call and be convinced.
GEORGE SCHEETZ, Prothonotary.
be a row 1
6. His offspring show that they
ing on Friday. At the close of last prospect that he has of being rid of at
Prothonotary’s Office, Norristown, Feb. 2, ’89.
have inherited some ofhis qualities.
Chas.
E.
W
ehler,’87,
of
the
theologi?
\etrtheFe was a total of 873 occupants.
- The dam o f No. 4 is herein men
—Mr. James A. Gaumer recently 857 are indigent and the remaining 16 least t^o of bis old adversaries, Stum cal class, was called home on Saturday
tioned for sale as No. 3. Her breeding can
sold his lot a t Fairview Village to Sam private patients. Among these are 78 py being tbe only one left. John can to attend the funeral of his grandfather, gSTATE NOTICE I
easily
be
seen
by any horse judge. No. 5 ,' bay
now reduce the insurance on bis life
uel Loos.
filly, coming two years old, a perfect pet, sired by MUSLINS, CALICOES, GINGHAMS,
indigent and 5 private patients from and can now safely walk out without
We are glad to state that J. K.
CHEVIOTS, WOOLEN AND
Estate of Isaac Yerkes, late of Upper Provi “ Hermit Jr,” dam was a Kentucky mare. 14
of good milch cows, 8 will be lu profit by
—Some men were born tired others Montgomery county, a total of 83. One the protection of a cane or firearms. Freed, ’90, who was at home for several dence township, Montgomery county, deceased. head
CANTON FLANNELS,
day
of
sale.
(Anyone
desiring
good
cows
should
hundred and eighty-tbree patients were Matthias Harley who swore his life pn weeks on account of sickness, has Letters testamentary on the above estate having not fail to attend). 2 fat cows ; 4 shoats (Berk
have become tired by habit.
t w TABLE LINENS AND NAPKINS,
admitted during the year. Of the large Doc. last summer and testified that he again returned to college and resumed been granted to the undersigned, all persons in shire).
One four-horse farm wagon, 4 in. tire ;
debted to said estate are requested to make im
—Sammy , led tbe heifer no more number of cases at the Hospital but 29 was such a “dangerous man” un his studies.
mediate payment, and those having legal claims, light two-horse wagon with bed, light market
wagon with pole and shafts, one-hovse express
to present the same without delay to
successfully than the deacon. He de are considered as capable of recovery. doubtedly feels a consciousness that
wagon as good as new, coal box fallingtop wag
The first and second senior orations
EMANUEL BUCK WALTER, Executor,
life is much safer now in this commu
serves some credit for bis brave attempt.
on,
cutter sleigh good as new, one-horse thresh
For Men and Boys' Wear.
Or his attorneys,
Yerkes, Pa.
for
this
term
were
delivered
on
Tues
ing machine (E llis’ make) good as new, Os
nity. Doc. says that he would not
And even the deacon laughed this
Bickel
and
Hobson,.Norristown,
Pa.
10jan-6t
Nominating
Meetings.
day
evening
by
H.
A.
I.
Benner
:
sub
borne
reaper
No.
8,
Osborne
mower
No.
hurt him however for the world. He
time.
3, one-horse rake, 2 South Bend plows as
The Republicans of Upper Provi catfle near kicking his leg off one time ject, “ Let us have harmony” ; and by
good as new, winnowing mill, Telegraph1
—Daniel Springer has sold his ex dence will meet at Black Rock hotel on when he kicked at a fly and he still Ernest Clapp : subject, “ Genius in
OHN F. MILLER,
feed cutter, cornsheller, 2 spike harrows, 2 Mt.
Bed Blankets, -:- Horse Blankets.
Action.”
ygANIfijiNJoy cultivators, cultivator, Hench’s patent,
tensive coal and lumber yard at Royers Thursday evening, February 14, at 7 wants to keep the use of his ljiphs.
( op po t t st o w n ,)
good as new ; 2 sets bay ladders 16, and 18 feet
ford to W. S. Dreibelbis, of Berks o'clock, to place in nomination persons
MEN
AND BOYS’ GLOVES direct from the
o f Piano, Organ, V iolin, Guitar, long, land roller, wheelbarrow, plow sled, single
Harry Rosenherger is on the sick
Michael-Heller, aged sixty-nine wide Teacher
county.
factory.
and all brass instrum ents, w ill be at
for the various township offices. In list and has left for his home in Skipapd double trees, 1 and 2 horse spreaders, 2 sets
stage harness, 2 sets lead harness, express har
the meantime the candidates or super packville, being afflicted with pneu ly known as a healer of snake bites,
—AN IMMENSE STOCK OF—
—Neighbor Blanchford is making visor and the several other offices can
ness, 2 sets light single harness (one set new ),
died at Reading, Monday. Just prior
Borworth’s Hotel, Trappe,
4 sets heavy fly straps, set light fly straps,collars,
lively preparations for a brisk trade in shape their plans of battle and inspire monia.
to his demise he called his eldest son to
blind and headhalters, 2 riding bridles, road sad
furniture at close margins. See his their lieutenants.
William Cassel, who has managed his bedside and imparted to him the EVERY THURSDAY. Tuning and repairing dle,
double fine, plow line, check line, 2 check
new adv. next week.
tbe Fairview Creamery, will leave in valuable secret which he had held for of Pianos and Organs a speciality. Orders may reins, neck straps, 5, horse blankets, string of
be left at the hotel, or Trappe P. O, Terms sleigh bells, buffalo r< be, set wagon boards, 8
The Democrats will meet at the same the spring for Norristown. Jtumor years.
reasonable.
-------- AND-------pairs breast chains, 2 pairs short traces, timber
—An old wood stove, made 125 years place for a similar purpose on Saturday has it that Harry Wonsettler, formerly
Chain, 2g good cow chains, forks, rakes, shovels,
ago, was observed among the scrap iron evening, February 16. There are sev from the Evansburg Creamery, will
hoes, pick, 2 post spades, grindstone, manure
R E S O L U T IO N S Q P R E g P p O f* ,
at the foundry of the Roberts Machine eral aspirants for supervisor. It is take his place.
drag, scythes, grain cradle,hay hook and pulleys,
- A .Q - E 3 S r T S .M ore A n q n .
«
3Q
grain bags, feed chest (capacity I ton ), half
W hereas , It has pleased Almighty God in
Company, the other day.
probable that F. R. Fox will be nom
hushel and other measures, maul and wedges,
HJs
all
wise
Providence
to
remove
from
,
our
U N D E R W E A R For Men, Women
inated for tax collector.
14 ft. ladder, lot chicken coops, corn choppers,
A lm ost SgalpecL
midst by the grim hand of death, Robert Kooken,
F. Hunsicker will remove his
and. Children.
empty barrels, gambrels, 30 pairs o f chickens,
8 turkeys, fi Pekin d u ck s; Mixed hay by the ton,
A terrible accident occurred on who was In time past ap active, energetic apd
family from Black Rock to Philadelphia
About
Eggs.
Of
Social
and
Moral
Culture.
cornfodder by the bundle, 150 bus. oats, corn in
next month.
Thursday morning at Trooper, three highly esteemed member of the Ironbridge Cor
the ear, 40 bus. cooking potatoes, 1% bus. timo
There is a glut of eggsjn New York, miles above Norristown, the victim of pet Band ; and ,
Introduced by R oss E lizabeth C levela nd , thy seed, 5 barrels vinegar, 1» acres wheat and 3
—Of course you will read all the new and commission merchants are at their which was William Rogers, twentyWhereas , We the remainipg members o f the is having the largest sale of any stnetly sub acres rye in the ground. Also 40 yds. good rag
Of the Latest Styles.
carpet, bedstead, wardrobe kitchen tables, chairs
advertisements, including sales of per wits’ ends to devise means to dispose three years of age, unmarried, and re organization deeply regret his loss as a member scription book published.
Terms and circulars free ; if you mean busi benches, 15, 3Q qt. milk cans, 2, 20qt. ditto, 2 Queensware, Hardware,
Wood and
sonal property, in this week’s iseue. of the enormous and constantly increas siding on the farm of Edward Pugh, apd personal friend ; therefore, be it
ness, and want to commence work at once, send butter churns, butter worker, butter tubs and
Willow
Ware.
Resolvtd, That we humbly submit to God and $1
The fact that, you will do so is tbe ing stock. The mild weather that pre opposite Col. Shearer’s estate. Rogers
hampers,
good
egg
crate,
lot
appl.
butter,
cream
outfit. E xclusive T erritory Guaran 
tbe Justice of Divine Law, deeply feeling the te efor
reason why your neighbors advertise vailed all over the country during Jan was riding a young horse, and while to
d . Hoping to secure your services for 1889, cans, milk pans, buckets, strainers, 25 gal. far
—A VERY LARGE STOCK OF—
loss of one whose memory will be ever dear to we are
mer’s boiler, large funnel, 6 new brooms, 1 gross
. Yours truly,
>n the I n d e p e n d e n t .
uary has persuaded the hens to lay riding rapidly along it shied at some us, and whose place will ever be Vacant, because
new whitewash brushes, 3 tubular lanterns, aqd
their eggs in abundance. The hens in thing on tbe road, stopped suddenly of the ability and talent displayed by him while L Y M A N W. D IC K E R S O N & CO other articles not stated. Sale at 13 n’nlnck M Wall Paper, Paints, Oils,
—At the Ironbridge air, last Thurs tbe South generally began laying in and the rider went over tbe horse’s connected with us.
sharp. Conditions: 7 months* predR on sums
919 Oliv e St r e e t ,
ST. LOUIS, MO.
That these resolutions be recorded
A c., & c., &e.
exceeding $15; under Sft|d ¡¡.mount cqsh,
day night, No 56 d rew a vase with wax January, but this year they are laying head and landed on bis own head in in Resolved,
the minute book of this organization, that a
T „ „
¿A h je s b . h a u s e .
(Mention this paper.)
flowers. The party holding said num in larger quantities than usual at this the hard road. So great was the force copy of the same be sent to the bereaved brother
Raisins, Peaches, Prunes, Currants, Citron,
J. G, E^tterpl^ an#. C- (L Bean, elerk.
ber will please address the committee. time, and the hens in the West have and the scraping of the head along the and sister, and that they be published in the
Coeoanuts, &e., Ac.
P
rovidence
I
n
d
e
pe
n
d
en
t
and
Schwenksville
The College Orchestra will discourse begun production already. The ayer hard pike surface that the unfortunate Item.
POR SALE OR RENT.
POR SALE l
choice music at the fair on this (Thurs age daily receipts during January wen map s?a@ poipplctely scalped, the cover
S h erid an H u nsick er ,
J acob W alt ,
«Cominittpe.
day) and next Saturday evenings.
A tenement house near ColiegeviUe. Apply
170,000 dozen eggs, and the prices of 1 ing of the skull being t.ofp loose aroflf}4
A large horse-power churn, nearly new. Ap
TjENRVHUNSICKEa,
JA1ÍE3 HAMER, S r .
tP,
ply to
A. H. DETWILER, Qrqter’s Ford, Pa.
’ i:MS:—*1.25 PER YEAR, IN ADVANCE.

F R E SH COWS !

Fresh Cows, Stock Bills aul Shoats.

R E A L ESTATE.

c

Fall & Winter Season !
m w

| |i t i l M e r p r ,

Domestic Dry Goods!

CLOTHS and CASSIMERES

J

M i l AND TABLE OIL CLOTHS,

Boots, - Shoes

RUBBERS !

SOCIAL. M IR R O R ,

H A T S AM D C A P S

Beaver : &: Shellenberger,

dristock & Vandtrslice,

time and properly seasoned before it O a, I F YO U W A N T T H E V E R Y B E S T TH R E SH IN G M A C H IN E
N O W I N USE, YO U SHO ULD PU RC H ASE
was used. Especially will this be the r \
C O L L E G E V IL L E , PA .
THE C E LE B R A TE D
case with timber cut in the sap and ta j]
Auctioneer,
Practising Physician,
used for posts or placed in contact
DOES POULTRY PAY ?
Dea lek sin
P bo En i XVil l e P. O., Pa. Residence : Near
TRAPPE, PA,
I think in many cases it is so. I with the ground while in a green state.
Black Rock, Upper Providence, Montg. county.
To prevent the growth of ferments
White and Yellow Pine, and Hemloc*
Office at his residence, nearly opposite Masonic Pa. Will do my best to fill every engagement have kept 4he last four years from 200
in a satisfactory manner. ,
19jyly
NO FARMER CAN AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT ONE. OUR
Hall.
or
fungi
in
the
sap,
which
leads
to
de
to 400 hens in an orchard of about two
LUM BER,
acres. The hens paid all expenses in cay, the sap must be dissolved, leached
J J Y. W EBER, M. D.,
gDW ARD DAVID,
out
or
dried
out,
and
some
measure
counting the hen manure for taking
Various grades, dressed and undressed.
care of them, and furnished all the eggs adopted to prevent moisture from re
Aré guaranteed to be light running and are supplied with a SPEED REGULATOR that is
Practising Physician,
PAINT SB. and PAPER-HANGER, and chickens for a large family. Last entering the wood. .Wherethoroughly
Sáfe, Reliable and Durable.
S H IN G L E S , split ^n d sawed.
E V A N SB U R O , PA
dried
wood
is
used
for
posts
in
the
COLLEGEVILLE PA.
fall I plowed up the orchard and sowed
|
S
T
E
A
M
H
E
A
T
I
N
G
IR
O
N
C
A
S
T
IN
G
S
Office Hours:—until 9. a. m., 7 to 9 p. m.
it with rye and timothy. 'This spring ground they will last much loDger than
P IC K E T S , C E D A R A N D C H E S T N U T
In All Its Branches.
S am p les o f P ap er
Of Every Description Made to Order. |
green, for the reason that with hard
and
summer
I
let
the
chickens
run
R A IL S .
Always on hand.
g A. KRUSEN, M. D.,
around the barns and stables, but still wood it will be a considerable time be AGENTS
L e h i g h and Sc h u y l k i l l
fed them mornings and evenings. I fore moisture from the soil has pene
FOR THE
TIT L. CRATER,
trated
them
thoroughly,
and
then
it
VV «
W ITH W . H . BLANCHORD, did not feed them quite as much as
Which is-now almost indispensable for convenient supply of water.
when fenced in, and did not get as will not be as active in causing decay
. COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
PAPER HANGER,
as
the
original
sap.
Persons
some
CEDAR TANKS of all sizes made to o l d e r . --------^ “ IRON PUMPS a specialty.
many eggs as other years ; besides,
Office Hours
Until 9 a. m. ; 1 to S p -m -.;
times use paint, mineral oils, or gas tar
6 to 8 p .m .
25augtf
they
scratched
out
about
one-fourth
COLLEGEVILLE, PA,
Estimates furnished
S tea m and W a te r F ittin g in all its B ran ch es.
and paper supplied.
2feb
acre of corn, laying in the manger, and on posts not thoroughly seasooed, but
SHAFTING, HANGERS, PULLEYS, &c., &c. Particular attention given to Repairing
J R. UMSTAD, M. D.,
in places where 1 could not go, and the practice of coating badly seasoned
Farm Machinery.
timber
with
any
substance
will
hasten
then coming out sometimes with from
J
O
S
E
P
H
S
T
O
N
E
,
Practising Physician,
two to ten chickens when I did not decay instead of preventing it.
C O A L . - - C O A L.
C
A
R
P
E
T
W
E
A
V
E
R
There are many complicated and ex
EVAN8BURG,PA. (L ower P rovidence P.O .)
want any.
C
O
L
L
E
G
E
V
IL
L
E
H
OTEL,
pensive
ways
by
which
wood
may
be
Engineers, Machinists and Iron Founders,
The orchard where the hens are kept
Office Hours—Until 8.30 a. m., 1 t o 2 p . m .
Telephone connected with Collegeville Drug
preserved
that
are
within
the
reach
of
(Formerly
Beard
House.)
had
a
large
crop
of
apples
on
last
year,
Store.
13sep 88
C ollegeville. F a .
ordinarily, the
Rag Carpet woven to order in any style desired. and the apples were larger than they manufacturers, but,
Corn, B ran , M id d lin gs,
Satisfaction guaranteed. Good Rag Carpet lor
farmer
cannot
avail
himself
of
such,
ever were before. This summer the
sale at reasonable prices.
J D. GRAVER, M. D.,
O ATS, L IN S E E D M E A L,
trees in the chicken park are mostly and should seek the best methods for
loaded, and the trees in the orchard natural preservation by avoiding prac
AND CAKE MEAL.
rriG E R HOTEL,
tices that lead to natural decay. Tim
ine Sts., Philadelphia. have little on.
a
4th and Vin
AND
•
TRAPPE, PA.
Shoemaker’s Phosphate, and others. Harrison’s
If chickens are let run I think farm ber that is kept housed, entirely dry
Town and Country Paint,—second to none in
This old and popular hotel still furnishes the
Eighteen years’ experience. Can he consulted
and
away
from
the
influence
of
a
humid
the market. Also Harrison’s Rough and Ready
best accommodations for man and beast. The ers are right ; it does not pay. A ben
In English or German.
14july
Paint,—a cheap durable paint for barns and
bar always supplied with the best liquors and
atmosphere, will last almost indefin
cigars. Rates, $1.50 per day, and from $4.50 to of the large breed should not lay less
fencing.
$6.00 per week.
than from 110 to 120 eggs, the small itely, but the sills and lower joists of
■HR. B. F. PLACE,
J. W. PLACE, Proprietor.
breeds from 150 to 175 ; any that lay buildings, although perfectly protected
ENTERPRISE
WE W IL L G U A R A N T E E TO S U I T YO U W IT H G L A S S E S AS
5aply
J ohn Gü n t h e r , Clerk.
less eggs than that should not be kept. from rain, will, under certain condi
D E N T I S T
! !
W E L L A S A N Y P H IL A D E L P H IA O P TIC IA N .
Some farmers feed their hens on tions, often be found after a few years
86 E. Airy Street, NORRISTOWN, Pa. Branch
corn. They get fat and do not lay. eaten up with dry rot, first appearing
Office: COLLEGEVILLE, Monday and Tues
For laying hens I feed bran, with corn- in dry patches and afterwards chang
day. Gas administered.
R0ÏERSF0RD, Mont. Co-, Pa.
meal and some beefscraps ; in the ing to darker shades. This is occa
Perkiomen
R.R.,Pa.
sioned
by
dampness
and
a
close,
con
16 E A S T IvI-A^UST ST R E E T ,
morning, for one hundred chickens,
REMOVED
seven pounds of scraps ; in the even fined air, owing chiefly to a want of
I would annouilce to my friends and the public,
th at I am now prepared to furnish
The undersigned has takeiTJTos- ing, oats, small wheat screenings or proper ventilation. Timber kept en
tirely
submerged
in
deep
water,
or
in
a
session o f the
buckwheat. Skim milk is good. Lay
209 S w ede S tr e e t , First house
deep soil, excluded from the atmos
ing hens should not be fat.
below Main St.
AT REASONABLE PRICES.
NORRISTOWN, PA. (Formerly of Boyertown.)
If I want any to kill I put them in a pbere, practically will not decay. This
Monuments and T ombstones , of Italian or
--- —AND----has
been
demonstrated
by
the
ocea
Teeth extracted without pain by the use of
small coop, feed morning and noon,
American Marble or Granite, in the
W M. C. BLACKBURN. . Proprietor.
P u re Nitrous Oxide Gas, Ether, «fee. Also the
finest and latest designs.
one part bran, two cornmeal and two sional finding of trees in the depths of
new process for freezing the gums a miracle.
Artificial sets from $5 to $10. English and Ger
an
alluvium,
where
they
had
been
t
i
beefscraps. I buy my scraps from the
G a lv a n ized - R ailin gs,
-,
man spoken.
(ptap4-89
p»
Elmira soap works. They do not use buried probably for ages.—New York
For Enclosing Burial Lots, of different descrip
dp .
The flour mill has been put in good repair, any acid in rendering. In the evening, World.
tions. Particular attention paid to MarJ J M. BROWNBACK,
and farmers can have their wheat converted into
. -ble Work, for the bases of
ta l
flour, or exchanged for the best flour.
ln e corn, but never any more than they
Areola Mills have always taken the lead in mak
B U IL D IN G S , S T E P S , S IL L S , E T C ., E T C
It
will
pay
to
always
keep
salt
with
the best burr flour. Will always be kept on will eat up clean ; keep a pan with
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW , ing
A ll work Guaranteed to give Satisfaction, and
hand a full line of all kinds of
gravel and some green feed, and in ten in reaeh for cows.

J

w

W. ROYER, M. D-,

Department of Agriculture.

M. PEARSON,'

D w a r f T h r e s h e r a n d S e p a ra to r.

ZEE O

E , S

E

IP O W

IE I R S

PERKINS WIND MILL

Homeopathic Physician,

The Roberts Machine Company,

Z F X jO T T I R ,

SPECTACLES

Physician ail

E Y E

Areola-:- M ills!

= G L A SSE S.

M ARBLE W ORKS

3 . D. Sallade, Practical Optician,
N O R R IS T O W N ,

D.D-S, m m

Areola Flour and Grist Mills

PENNA.

Ï Ï A R T M Ï T F T H O U S E , lO R M S T O W IT , P A .

ALL KINDS OF MARBLE WORK

COAL ASH FEED WAREHOUSE !

No. 8 ATRY STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
Jun.25-lyr.

put up in a workmanlike manner.

- M ill F e e d and C oal -

Any design

to fourteen days your chickens are as
furnished deBired on Monuments or Tombstones.
Using dull or worn out instruments
t J
Work can be seen at the yard, or the different
fat as you want to have them.
is very poor economy.
Cemeteries In the neighborhood, that has been
OF THE BEST GRADES.
P4
turned out at the E nterprise Works. Call and
Chickens that are confined must
see me, and get prices. My expenses are low;
gDW A RD E. LONG,
►
tJ
Sawdust makes a good bedding tor
have
some
animal
food
;
fresh
meat
is
therefore I can sell accordingly.
My motto:
Mr. Whitworth, as miller, will have charge of
“ Low prices and fair dealings,’’
the mills, and all the business pertaining there too high. I heard a man say that has cattle if properly cared for.
to, in my absence, with authority to sell at
R E SPE C T F U L L T,
A tto r n e y -a t-L a w ,
Buy a lot of bran, middlings or lin
figures as low as the lowest. Favor us with a large farm why he does not plant
D. Theo. Buckwalter.
any small fruit is that the chickens will seed meal to feed with your cornmeal.
No. 4 PENN STREET, TWO DOORS ABOVE your orders.
June8-ly.
SWEDE, NORRISTOWN, PA.
I shall still continue to handle Fertilizers. I eat it up. From 50 to 100 hens can
If you are short of bedding and near
have to offer this fall something special in the keep on one-half acre of ground. Or
COLLEGEVILLE
a grove, lay in a good supply of dry
shape of a Natural Guano, from South America.
0 TYSON KRATZ,
It has been selling at about forty dollars per chard that is seeded is the best, having
ton : it must be sold this fall. Farmers, come tight board fence two feet high, and leaves.
H E A D Q U A R T E R S j 1 4 4 W . M A I N S treet
and examine it. It is an excellent article as a
Attorney - at - Law,
Grapes should be kept as near the
grain and grass fertilizer. Will offer It at a four feet wire fence, that can be bought
F
o r S P O R T IN G G oods I N O R R IS T O W N , F a .
811 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA. great reduction.
for three-fourths of a cent per square freezing point as possible, and yet not
| g y Philadelphia business also attended to.
IF . IF . IF ^A -IR IlS rC 3 -E IR - foot. All the material for such a fence freeze.
R esidence : Lower Providence Township.
28jun6m
can be bought for $24 for a piece of
It will pay you to test your cows
12aply
ground nine rods square. By using separately and send those that don t
plastering laths it will come somewhat pay to the butcher.
J0JG U STU S W. BOMBERGER,
PROPRIETORS.
cheaper, but as the fence ought to be
ALL THE TIME, IN
Tarred paper judiciously applied to
moved
after
three
years,
it
is
better
to
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW ,
use wire fencing. Make a coop for stable cracks will help out the fodder
Land Title and Trust Co.Building, Nos. 608 and
Fresh Bread, Rolls &cM
every 25 chickens, 8x12 ; 6x12 for the and increase the milk supply.
610 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.
Room 23. Take the Elevator.
D ec.l7,lyr.
chickeus
to
be
in
at
daytime,
with
the
Don’t forget that it is much easier to
BRUSHES
SOAPS,
windows near the ground, and 2x12 to let cows shrink in the milk than to per
OILS,
EVERY MORNING.
A D. FETTEROLF,
roost in. Take studs 2x6, board up in suade them to swell the milk flow.
AXLE
p
Revolvers Muzzles, Powder, Shot, Shells, Caps, Wads, &c., Sporting’ Goods, of every DeGREASE, side and outside, fill up with chaff or
^ri^ tio^f Wholesale and Retail! Shells loaded to order. ^ R e p a i r i n g and Choke Boring a specialty.
WHIPS,
Justice of the Peace
COMBS,
straw, put the windows to the south,
Blankets,
and you will have eggs all winter. If
C O L L E G E V IL L E Pa.
Robes,
Lap-Covers the weather is very cold, feed corn in
CONVEYANCER and General Business agent.
Fly-Nets,
Our Facilities for Executing
Different flavors, during the Season.
the evening ; if not cold, wheat, oats A full supply of Coal of all sizes constantly on
Will clerk sales at reasonable rates.
Parties, Pic-Nlcs and weddings • supplied at
All the Best Grades o f Working and Driving or buckwheat. The best way is to
short notice, on reasonable terms.
hand, from the best mines in the
COLLARS, at
change from one to the other.
OHN S. HUNSICKER,
SpJmylktU Region.
The larger breeds are more profitable
for farmers. They do not need as high
Justice of the Peace,
ALL GRADES OF
Call and examine our stock and ascertain fences, and a chicken that weighs five
. RAHN STATION, PA.
—BUTCHER, AND DEALER IN THE BESTprices before going out of your latitude to make pounds can be dressed as easily as one
l
1
^ “Conveyancer and General Business Agent. your purchases.
JSP’“ Repairing attended to
Clerking of Sales attended to. Charges reason promptly. The best material used.
are such as to enable us to do strictly First-class work promptly and at reasonable prices.
The
that only weighs two pounds.
able.
27janJob Work done at the I n sb f e u p p n t office favorably compares with that- done anywhere in
Having
the
chickens
cooped
up,
¡STH eadlight Oil, Cigars and Tobacco.
the County.
Favor us with your orders and we will do our best to serye you well.
every person ought to have a few rows
PROMPTLY DELIVERED AT THE
J O H N H. CASSELBERRY.
of blackberries, raspberries, currants,
LOWEST PRICES.
-:o:(}4 mile north of Trapp«.)
gooseberries and strawberries. I t is
less work to go in the morning and
II yon have anything to sell and want to sell it and if yon want your neighbors and the rest of
Surveyor and Conveyancer
gUNDAY PAPERS.
pick a dish of berries than to crawl
Visits Collegeville, Trappgj apd YfClnlty 0B Tues
mankind to know that you have something to sell and want to sell i t - n o matter what it I s Sales clerked ; sale bills prepared. Orders by
Cracked Corn, Middlings, Screenings, Bran,
day, Thursday and Saturday mornings of each
through the bushes to go berrying.
mail will receive prompt attention.
week. Thankful to the public for past favors he
Cotton Seed Meal, Barley Sprouts, and
Nov8-6m.
P. O. Address : Grater’s Ford.
The different Philadelphia Sunday papers will
invites continued p a tr o n a g e . \H ig h est cash price
The chicken park should be under
' everything usually kept in a flour
be delivered to those wishing to purchase along
paid for calves.
and feed store............... Also
the line o f Collegeville, Freeland and Trappe, the direction of the wife, or the daugh
every 8unday morning,
J P. KOONS,
WM. J. THOMPSON,
ters, if there be any, and what is made
HENRY YOST,
out of it should go to them. If well
LOWER PROVIDENCE, PA.
Collegeville.
P ra ctica l S la ter ! I News Agent,
- I N THE COLUMNS OF THE—
taken care of chickens will pay better
Seed Corn, Seed Oats, Lime, &c.
R A IIN ’S S T A T IO N Pa.
than any other stock on the farm,
Agent for Williams and Clark’s Phosphates.
Each bushel of hen manure saved and
Dealer in every quality of Roofling, Flag
ging, and Ornamental Slates. Send for estima
Caveats and Trade Marks btained, and all Pat put on corn will give one bushel of
tes, and prices.
YARD AND WAREHOUSE :
ent Business conducted for M O D E R A T E FEES. com.
• Our office is opposite the U . 8. Patent Office,
If any hens are wanted for hatching,
We have no sub-agents, all business direct,
T B. WISMER,
hence can transact patent business in less time feed them corn, and as soon as they get
and at less cost than those remote from Wash
fat they will want to sit.—J. G. Quirm,
Practical Slater I
ington.
The best advertising medium in the middle section of Montgomery coupty. g r e v e r the I n d e 
Send model, drawing, or photo, with descrip in the Husbandman.
Collegeville, Pa.
Always on hand roofing tion. We advise if potentable or not, free of
p e n d e n t circulates It is eagerly scanned by interested readers.
It Is read by
lea9t 3300
3-28-ly
FR A N K REES.
slate and slate flagging, and roofling felt. All charge. Our fee not due till patent is secured.
people
every
week,
and
its
circulation
is
steadily
increasing.
Mopey
judiciously
orders promptly attended to. Also on hand a A book, “ How to Obtain Patents,” with refer FELLING AND SEASONING TIM
large lot of greystone flagging.
invested In an advertisement in its columns will bring yon liberal returns.
ences to actual clients in your State, county, or
BER.
town. Address
C. A. SNOW & CO.,
COLLEGEVILLE
A public sale of Personal Property advertised in the I ndependent
14oc) Opposite Patent Office, Washington, D. C.
While the durability of timber does
will not fail to attract the attention of numéros? people
W. GOTWALS.
not wholly depend upon the time when
,
Y E B K E S , PA.
and bring together plenty of buyers. Advertisec a n m a k e $ 5 .0 0 p e t
D a y p r o f i t selling our
it is cut, the latter has in most cases
------ BUTCHER AND DEALER IN -----•ALBUMS. We beat the
W , E. Johnson, Proprietor,
m World for low prices. A
an
influence
in
its
preservation
that
P
H
O
T
O
G
R
A
P
H
A
L
B
U
M
.
'BK» PLUSH
8U x 10W, Embossed padded sides, go id edges, exten—X PULL LINK OF ALL KINDS OF-—
should cause the felling to be done at
sion clasp, holding 82 pages of Cabinet and Card
S U B S C R IB E FOR TH E
pictures, sent for $1.00, retails fo r $2.25; bound also
Will serve the citizens of Collegeville and
that season when there is the least fer
R E IEi
In Japaneese Morocco. Illustrated circulars FI 'R
vicinity every Tuesday and Friday.
ap!6-tf
of the above and ff 'IN E Il j
mentable sap in the tree. This would
-------S T Y L E S O F ------- /
F o r s h e e A M c M n k in , J
Including blankets, lap covers, whips, fly nets,
C i n c i n n a t i . O h io .
indicate winter as the proper time, and Sol. E. Heavner, Proprietor
p r o
c e
&c. A full stock of collars always on hand,
double th e ir money
RAP IRON !
and all kinds of the best harness manufactured
of the winter months December might
selling o u r B R A S S
at short notice. Ordered work and repairing
_________I _ Finished C orrugated
W . D. Valentine
fairly have the preference, not only as
will receive prompt attention. ■_
27janyl
The highest cash prices paid for Scrap Cast
electing
safety
la
m
p
Iron, delivered at the foundry o f the
fully meeting this requisite, but also in
Can
he
&old
in
every
fam
ily.
Gives
ROBERTS MACHINE WORKS,
more lig h t
three ordinary lamps.
ordinarily being a more agreeable time
l«jun
Collegeville, Pa.
F u ll sized L am p &ent by Express for
Carriages of all descriptions manufactured -$ 1 .2 5 per annum, in advance. You will get the worth of your money and more or less happiness
ith irty cents. W.e a h a v e the best
ill
otiss
for outdoor work than the succeeding within a reasonable length o f time, and all
L. selling Coflfee J r o t lia Jthe U. 3.
CONSULT
Into the bargain by subscribing and paying for the I n d e pe n d e n t , the paper that stands on its
3ft Send for illu stra te d circulars .to
kinds
of
wheelwright
work
done
promptly.
Mr.
I
W ANTED
U) FORSHEE&McMAKIN,Cincinnati^ pjjes. Much timber is lost for lack of Valentine and myself, having been in the em
own bottom and says what It has to say without fear or favor.
The I n d e pe n d en t
of the former proprietor of the Carriage
UFFOP.F I I I |,a JlLlI lWl MI IS 2I#I TREATMENT.
AHNR
,cay.e after jt is cut, by which not only ploy
Salesmen to sell our choice varieties o f
TREATMENT W m A « I
‘ contains all the news of a local and general nature It can get hold of, and
Works (Mr. Blanchford) for a number of years,
329 N. 15th St., below Callo whlll, Phlla., Pa.
Nursery Stock, either on Salary or commission.
is
the
(nateyiaj
wagted,
but
an
addi
we feel assured that we can give every patron
2 0 years’ experience in all S p e c ia l diseases. Per
all opinions worthy of space. If you want a live, wide-awake nineteenth
RS. 8. L. PUGH.
Permanent employment the year round. Now
satisfaction. A ll kinds of repairing and
m anently restores those weakened by early indis
tional expenditure of jabor js required entire
is the time to engage and solicit orders for
cretions, &c. Call o r w rite. Advice free and strictly
. century local and general newspaper with opinions of its own,
repainting and varnishing done promptly,
confidential. H ours, 10 A .M .till3 P .M .,an d 7 to lQ
spring. None but men o f undoubted character
TRAPPE, PA.,
p f “prices always reasonable.
jo
replacing
what
might
L
i
a
ye
lasted
evenings, jj-y B e n d 2 ct. Stam p for Book,
subscribe for the PROVIDENCE INDEPENDENT.
need apply. Address, with references,
SOL.
E.
HEAVNER.
Attends
to
laying
out
the
dead,
shroud-making
longer had i,t been felled at the right
MAY BROTHERS, Nurserymen,

A Genial Landlord, a First-class Cook, a Courteous Clerk.

BAKERY !

The Hunsicker Company,

- B A R G A IN S -

HARNESS!

COAG,

J

W ILLIAM BRIGGS.

C O AL.

:j o b

Defiriler’s, Upper Prratace Spate.

w o r k

:

Flour ^ Feed

IC E C R E A M !

Wm/ J. THOMPSON,

BEEF,—

VEAL,:
MUTTON

J o h n &. D e tw ile r.

Corn, Oats, Clop Cora, Col Meal,
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v

k

r

t

i

s

k

Clover and Timothy Seed,

P A T E N T S

Oaks Station.

J

Beef,: V eal: and: Mutton!

Carriage Works !

AGENTS

ALBUMS

sc

AGENTS

Perk, R. R.

^ “PROVIDENCE
INDEPENDENT”:®

HORSE
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GOODS, I
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DE. LOIS
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Rochester, N. Y.
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